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Abstract
High-order numerical methods have been considered and implemented in order
to assess their applicability in a range of complex flows centering on shock-
induced turbulent mixing. Specifically, Weighted Essentially Non-Oscillatory
(WENO) variable reconstruction schemes of fifth and ninth order accuracy
have been investigated within the context of a finite volume Godunov solver.
In addition to this there have been further numerical developments to assess
the HLLC Riemann solver and various quasi-conservative multi-component
models in conjunction with the high-order methods.
Understanding the physics of fundamental flow instabilities and turbulence is
increasingly necessary to the development of a vast range of engineering ap-
plications with relation to fluid dynamics. It is desirable to develop numerical
methods that possess sufficient accuracy to capture the detail of such flows
while remaining robust and viable in terms of cost.
The WENO schemes have been tested on a number of cases in comparison with
more traditional second-order MUSCL schemes. These include two and three
dimensional, single and multi mode Richtmyer-Meshkov instabilities with dif-
fering initial perturbations, a cube of homogeneous decaying turbulence and
two hypersonic geometry cases were simulated. The results from this research
were consistent. The higher-order methods provided measurably greater res-
olution of small scale fluctuations. By conducting grid convergence studies it
was seen that the effect of the higher-order methods was comparable to the
effect of increasing the number of grid points. The cost analysis repeatedly
showed that despite the additional cost of using a higher-order method they
were much better value as they could resolve flow features on a significantly
coarser grid.
The high-order methods were not only validated for a range of flow problems
but shown to offer great value for their additional cost; they could potentially
help advance understanding and development in a wide range of fields much
faster than is currently the case.
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Introduction 1
In places where this beauty
has already disappeared, we
will reconstruct it.
Fritz Todt
1
Introduction
It is commonly conceived that turbulence may be the last and possibly the
greatest challenge of classical physics. Fluid dynamics now spans such a range
of applications that understanding fluids better could potentially advance the
design, manufacture or operation of virtually every classically derived piece
of technology. From flow/structure interaction in building construction to
the obvious aerodynamic applications to all vehicles; from weather systems,
atmospheric, oceanic and galactic motion to internal pipe flows of water, oil,
gas and even blood. From combustion at every level - from vehicle engines to
the Sun - to the manufacture of metals, plastics, composites, paper and glass;
fluid dynamics impacts on everyone’s life at every turn. Fluid processes and,
in particular, turbulent instabilities (Figs. 1.1, 1.2) have always been a part
of nature and that nature has long been recognised (Fig. 1.3) on an intuitive
level, but the Navier-Stokes equations governing fluid flow are in turn both
straightforward and highly complex. While a number of analytical solutions
exist for simple and well-constrained cases, in more general, turbulence-driven
flows the equations are essentially insoluble and may remain this way. In
order to get the most out of them at the present time requires numerical
simulation, and as computing power has grown in the past few decades, so has
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD).
In the absence of suitably quantified experimental data on certain fundamen-
tal physical flows, CFD is finding an increasing role to play in driving theory
and understanding. Turbulent theory in particular has not advanced signifi-
cantly in over half a century, despite turbulence being prevalent in virtually
every application of fluid dynamics, due to the difficulty in both controlling
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(a) [12] (b) [16]
Figure 1.1: Nature’s approach to flow visualisation
and measuring the phenomenon experimentally. While this limits our ability
to draw conclusions from the experiments themselves, it also restricts the ex-
tent to which CFD codes can be validated. Indeed a CFD simulation can be
specified so precisely that, given the levels of accuracy now being obtained, it
is increasingly viewed as the benchmark against which the experiments ought
to be assessed. More than ever it is vital to understand the factors involved
in these simulations and their strengths and limitations.
There are essentially three approaches to solving fluid flow problems numeri-
cally. The most obvious is Direct Numerical Simulation (DNS). This entails a
numerical discretisation of the governing equations onto a grid which is smaller
than the smallest scales present in the flow. These are the Kolmogorov mi-
croscales of turbulence and are typically several orders of magnitude smaller
than the integral length scale (the typical size of the largest turbulent eddies)
and many more orders of magnitude smaller than the large-scale flow features
(Fig. 1.4). In order to represent all these scales in a region of any practical
engineering size would require a phenomenal number of grid points and with
current computing power it would take centuries to calculate the flow round
an aircraft for example. DNS is useful in researching pure turbulent behaviour
in a small region but currently has no practical application in design.
To reduce the computational cost of the calculations there is another method
which simplifies the equations by performing statistical averaging on them.
These Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes (RANS) equations provide a useful
way of understanding various flows, in particular those that are steady in time
for which the mean flow from the ensemble average is equivalent to the time
average which can be more efficiently solved than unsteady RANS. However
the averaging does cause a loss of information and accuracy, and even still
the equations are not closed. Any RANS approach requires a model for the
turbulent fluctuation correlations. This method is most prevalent in industry
due in part to its simplicity and robustness. With many tuneable parameters
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Figure 1.2: The universe’s approach to flow visualisation [14]
4 Introduction
Figure 1.3: Leonardo da Vinci’s approach to flow visualisation [15]
Figure 1.4: The scales of turbulence [61]
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(a) Instantaneous (b) Time Averaged
Figure 1.5: The photographer’s approach to fluid modelling
for different problems it is hard to validate the results, but there has been so
much research into RANS in the past 50 years that a lot of confidence has been
gained. Turbulence is inherently chaotic, it cannot be predicted, and all the
models have their strengths and flaws; by accepting this it has been possible to
manufacture the ‘correct’ answer in many cases. For accurate representation
of unsteady turbulent flows however, RANS is essentially incapable of coping
with instabilities. In certain cases of steady flow the Reynolds averaging is
analogous to simple time averaging as depicted in figure 1.5 . In order to
create pictures that mimic an ‘artist’s impression’, rivers and waterfalls are
often photographed with a long exposure so as to give an indication of the
smooth mean flow rather than capturing the exact detail of each variation for
a single moment in time.
The third approach is something of a combination of the previous two. Large
Eddy Simulation (LES) seeks to accurately compute the large-scale motion
and so is based on the original governing equations like DNS. However, to
reduce the computational load and make the simulations of practical use, LES
does not resolve the smaller turbulent eddies - the grid size is several orders
of magnitude greater than the Kolmogorov scale. Typically, it is hoped to
simulate enough scales to capture 90% of the energy, as most of the energy is
contained within the large eddies although it is passed down to smaller and
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smaller eddies until it is finally dissipated by viscosity. It is believed that these
dissipative eddies have no influence on the large-scale motion, and similarly
that viscosity has no effect on the upper end of this turbulent energy cascade.
These are some of the key principles in determining the models to be used to
calculate the dissipation at the sub-grid scales. Much as with the RANS, there
are various models with differing characteristics which can be used to represent
the complex small scales of turbulence. In essence, LES simply requires that
all energy beyond a certain wavelength be dissipated appropriately and it can
still accurately represent the flow field.
Beyond the problem of devising a sub-grid model that accurately deals with
the dissipation, traditional LES has to theoretically achieve zero numerical
dissipation in the scheme. This is significant as the truncation error in the
straightforward second-order accurate discretisation of the equations is of the
same order of magnitude as the dissipation required by the sub-grid scale. An
alternative approach to LES is therefore to design a scheme with the correct
amount of inherent dissipation so as to not require a separate sub-grid model
- nor a base scheme that is perfectly without error. This is known as Implicit
LES (ILES), and is the base area of research for this project. The objective
is to develop high resolution schemes, those which by definition give a better
than first-order resolution while restricting spurious oscillations, specifically
addressing the order of accuracy in the reconstruction of the flow from averaged
data.
The aims for this research were as follows:
• Research and implement very-high-order methods, such as Weighted Es-
sentially Non-Oscillatory (WENO) schemes into the implicit LES frame-
work;
• Perform comparative studies between second- and higher-order methods
for shock-induced instabilities and tubulent mixing;
• Investigate the range of improvement techniques and modifications esta-
bilished in the literature in conjunction with very high-order methods;
• Perform ILES computations on very fine grids using the High-Performace
Computing (HPC) facilities at Cranfield to investigate the methods be-
haviour in comparison with AWE experimental data and shed light on
the physics of turbulent mixing.
• Conduct theoretical analysis to develop models for the growth of the
instability in the light of the computational results
The prime area of interest is shock-induced instabilities in multi-component
gases. This introduces two other elements to our code - a finite volume for-
mulation for effective shock-capturing and multi-component models to handle
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different gases within the flow. These and other basic elements of the code
will be expanded on in Chapter 2 along with the development of methods
to improve these results to much higher-order accuracy to deal with complex
smooth flow features - without reducing the efficacy of the shock-capturing
scheme. It will be seen how this work builds upon current best practise in a
range of areas to achieve unprecedented accuracy and computational efficiency
in the specific flow situations we are attempting to resolve, ultimately mov-
ing further towards simulations that can confidently be used to replace live
experiments. The subsequent chapters cover a range of such flows, each ex-
tending the complexity and level of validation of our methods, culminating in
the fully three-dimensional simulation of multiple mode instabilities. Chapter
6 also demonstrates the flexibility of the code when it was turned to hypersonic
applications.
8 Introduction
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2
Review, Implementation &
Development
In this chapter the equations and numerical methods researched and imple-
mented will be presented, along with discussion of additional literature and,
where appropriate, of developments made. The task of the fluid dynamics
modeller is to make viable assumptions in order to simplify a given problem
and render it soluble, while not invalidating the results. The first step in the
process is to determine which equations need to be solved. There are many
established systems of equations for treating certain classes of problems, the
majority of the work done here is based on solution of the Euler equations.
These are effectively the Navier-Stokes equations with the assumption of zero
viscosity and comprise equations for the conservation of mass, momentum and
energy.
In reality there is always finite viscosity even in high Reynolds number flows
and this is mirrored numerically by the numerical errors which act to dissipate
energy at a very low level. This dissipation is in fact necessary to the mod-
elling of turbulence. The concept of using inviscid equations means only that
viscosity is thought not to affect the larger-scale motions and need only be
considered at the smallest scales, where it is sufficient for it to exist without
further mention of magnitude or form. The extent to which this can be as-
sumed in numerical simulation shall be considered in Chapter 4. The following
are the full three-dimensional governing equations in Cartesian coordinates in
the absence of any source terms:
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∂U
∂t
+
∂E
∂x
+
∂F
∂y
+
∂G
∂z
= 0,
where
U = [ρ, ρu, ρv, ρw, e]T ,
E = [ρu, ρu2 + p, ρuv, ρuw, (e + p)u]T ,
F = [ρv, ρuv, ρv2 + p, ρvw, (e + p)v]T ,
G = [ρw, ρuw, ρvw, ρw2 + p, (e + p)w]T ,
e = ρi + 0.5ρq2
and ρ, i, u, v, w are the density, internal energy and cartesian velocity com-
ponents respectively. In general terms the variable U changes over time as
determined by the spatial distribution of the related flux F. The first step to
solving these equations computationally is discretisation. As mentioned pre-
viously the need to capture shockwaves is greatly facilitated through use of
a finite-volume formulation to ensure conservation. The governing equations
are written in integral form for an arbitrary control volume, which in simple
one-dimensional form gives the continuous equation,
∫
Udt +
∫
Fdx = 0,
which in discrete form can be expressed as
Un+1i −Uni
∆t
+
Fn
i+ 1
2
− Fn
i− 1
2
∆x
= 0.
If we consider a computational cell, this is merely saying that the change in the
variables over time within the cell are given by the sum of the fluxes through
the cell boundaries (Fig. 2.1). This is how we guarantee conservation of the
variables. The cell averages of the variables are stored for each cell as the cell-
centre value. If the fluxes at each cell interface are known then the solution
is exact, however this is not the case. As can be seen, the only data gained
at the next time level is the cell-averaged variables. We need some method of
calculating the appropriate fluxes.
2.1 Godunov’s Method
Godunov achieved the first extension of the basic CIR flux scheme [13] to sys-
tems of equations. Godunov’s method is at first glance remarkably straight-
forward. The flow variables are updated for each computational cell by the
net flux into the cell by the (one-dimensional) equation
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Figure 2.1: Basic finite volume discretisation
Un+1i = U
n
i +
∆t
∆x
(Fi− 1
2
− Fi+ 1
2
)
but there are two more critical steps to allow this to become a physically
stable scheme. Godunov used the assumption that the flow variables were
piece-wise constant in each cell and then dictated that the value used for the
flux calculation at each interface be the solution of the resulting Riemann
problem between cells
Ut + F(U)x = 0,
U(x, 0) =
{
UL if x < 0,
UR if x > 0,
evaluated at x/t = 0. This then captures the basic physics of any flow, allowing
for a stable and conservative solution of shocked flows. There are two major
drawbacks to Godunov’s method, one is the exact solution of the Riemann
problems which has been largely overcome and will be discussed next. The
other is the loss of information caused by the assumption of piece-wise constant
data, and is the main subject of this research.
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2.2 Riemann Solvers
The characteristics-based (CBM) Rieman Solver of Eberle [23] has been used
extensively in the code. It makes use of the Riemann invariance across charac-
teristic waves to infer the variable values at the interface at a given time from
the values at a determined point of space at known time. It is possible to derive
equations to calculate the flux based on these variables from the information
contained in the related Riemann problem. This is not straight-forward and
requires pressure derivatives to be calculated from the equation of state, mak-
ing extensions of the system of equations being solved quite involved. Further
details on the implementation of this method can be found in [20, 78, 3] which
are not reproduced here however this represents the baseline from which the
code was developed.
Another well-known approximate Riemann solver is the Roe scheme[70, 85]. It
has been used extensively and had a number of modifications proposed, many
of which aim to provide an ‘entropy fix’ as the original scheme violated basic
physics. This is indicative of the problems surrounding Riemann solvers in
general. They each have their strengths and weaknesses and the appropriate
choice may ultimately depend on the flow regime to be studied or other special
considerations, but they can usually be made to work with little difference
between the ensuing results. However the HLLC scheme of Toro [85] provides
simplicity and robustness across all problems of interest to this work and has
not yet been shown to require particular treatment [5].
2.2.1 The HLLC Riemann Solver
The HLLC Riemann solver developed by Toro is an improvement upon the
basic HLL solver first proposed by Harten, Lax and van Leer [35]. The con-
cept is to approximate the wave structure resulting from a discontinuity, all
contained within an arbitrary control volume, and evaluate the changes in
the fluxes across each wave. The original HLL solver reduced the Riemann
problem to a shock and expansion wave pair, with a single average state in
between. While simple, this method is highly dissipative. Toro addressed this
by restoring a contact discontinuity to the theoretical wave structure, as shown
in figure 2.2.
The HLLC solver has two intermediate states, and three waves corresponding
to all eigenvalues. This makes its significantly more accurate than the HLL
solver. The extra level of complexity is negligible as the same principles are
used in deriving the equations.
A control volume is placed around the waves structure to an arbitrary time T
(Fig. 2.3). The flux through the interface of these two cells, that is at x/t = 0,
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Figure 2.2: Riemann problem wave structure
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Figure 2.3: Control volume derivation of HLLC scheme
is required over this period of time. As seen in the diagram this is constant.
The left and right states (UL,UR) are known and the control volume is defined
such that these are also constant.
Integrating over an arbitrary area gives
∫ xR
xL
U(x, T )dx =
∫ xR
xL
U(x, 0)dx +
∫ T
0
F(U(xL, t))dt +
∫ T
0
F(U(xR, t))dt,
∫ xR
xL
U(x, T )dx = xRUR − xLUL + T (FL − FR),
based on
Ut + F(U)x = 0.
Reducing this to the control volume,
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∫ xR
xL
U(x, T )dx =
∫ TSL
xL
U(x, T )dx +
∫ TSR
TSL
U(x, T )dx +
∫ xR
TSR
U(x, T )dx,
∫ xR
xL
U(x, T )dx =
∫ TSR
TSL
U(x, T )dx + (TSL − xL)UL + (xR − TSR)UR,
∫ TSR
TSL
U(x, T )dx = T (SRUR − SLUL + FL − FR).
At this point no assumptions have been made. In order to obtain an expression
for the variables at x/t = 0 the HLL solver assumes a constant profile and takes
an average of the integral to give
1
T (SR − SL)
∫ TSR
TSL
U(x, T )dx = Uhll =
SRUR − SLUL + FL − FR
SR − SL ,
which, given the wave speeds, results in
Fhll = FL + SL(U
hll −UL),
Fhll =


FL if 0 ≤ SL
SRFL−SLFR+SLSR(UR−UL)
SR−SL
if SL ≤ 0 ≤ SR
FR if 0 ≥ SR .
The HLLC approach allows for two average states, with the sign of the contact
wave determining in which region the interface lies. Similar integration can
be carried out to evaluate these states, but there is an even simpler and more
elegant approach. The Rankine-Hugoniot conditions, which define the change
in flux across a wave as ∆F = S∆U as an expression of conservation, can be
used directly to give the fluxes
Fhllc =


FL if 0 ≤ SL
FL + SL(U∗L −UL) if SL ≤ 0 ≤ S∗
FR + SR(U∗R −UR) if S∗ ≤ 0 ≤ SR
FR if 0 ≥ SR .
By assuming constant normal velocity and pressure across the contact discon-
tinuity, while allowing the tangential velocities to be constant across the left
and right waves, and by assuming the contact surface moves with speed inside
the star regions we can give expressions for the *L and *R variables
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U∗K = ρK
(
SK − uK
SK − S∗
)


1
S∗
vK
wK
EK
ρK
+ (S∗ − uK)
[
S∗ +
pK
ρK(SK−uK)
]

 .
Results published for the HLLC Riemann solver indicate it to be both ef-
fective and robust and worth implementing. In terms of the code struc-
ture, the Riemann solver subroutine receives the reconstructed conserved vari-
ables for the left and right of the interface in question. These are called
RRL,UUL,VVL,WWL & EEL in the code (2.1) for density, components of mo-
mentum and energy respectively - similarly for the right-hand side (RRR,UUR,VVR,WWR
& EER). A number of other variables are set at this point, primarily in order
to efficiently calculate the wave speeds which are the most demanding part of
the scheme.
CCC   RHO contains the total density after the reconstruction step; 
CCC   the left and right values are denoted by the L and R suffix; 
CCC   the inverse is calculated once here for efficiency; 
CCC   C1O2 is the coefficient 1/2 − for clarity and efficiency 
      RIL=1./RHOL
      RIR=1./RHOR
CCC   GAMMA varaibles determined for the allaire model
      GR=(ETAR+1.)/ETAR
      GL=(ETAL+1.)/ETAL
      G1R=GR−1.
      G1L=GL−1.
CCC   Flag to cut velocity if solid wall
      LEFT=ILN
      IRIG=IRN
CCC   KINETIC ENERGY
      RQ2HL=C1O2*(UUL*UUL+VVL*VVL+WWL*WWL)*RIL                                                
      RQ2HR=C1O2*(UUR*UUR+VVR*VVR+WWR*WWR)*RIR
CCC   PRESSURE
      HPPL=  G1L*(EEL−RQ2HL)
      HPPR=  G1R*(EER−RQ2HR)
CCC   SPEED OF SOUND variables
      SL2=GL*G1L*(EEL−RQ2HL)*RIL
      SR2=GR*G1R*(EER−RQ2HR)*RIR
      HAL=SQRT(SL2)
      HAR=SQRT(SR2)
      HALI=1./HAL
      HARI=1./HAR
CCC   Averages for PVRS approximation
      HCR=C1O2*(RHOL+RHOR)
      HCA=C1O2*(HAL+HAR)
CCC   Velocity in flux direction (eg. XI)
      UL=XITI+(UUL*XX+VVL*YY+WWL*ZZ)*RIL
      UR=XITI+(UUR*XX+VVR*YY+WWR*ZZ)*RIR
Code Fragment 2.1: Quantities required for the HLLC Riemann Solver
There are several approaches to estimating the wave speeds. Naturally the
simplest is to make a direct estimate using the flow velocity and speed of sound
already calculated. A number of different averaging and limiting processes
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have been suggested to refine this estimate. Another option is to consider the
pressure internal to the Riemann structure and use this to determine the wave
speeds. Again there are different ways this can be applied, the most complete
of which is the hybrid scheme put forward by Toro which was implemented in
this case. We determine the wave speeds to be
SL = uL − aLqL , SR = uR − aRqR ,
where,
qK =
{
1 if p∗ ≤ pK
[1 + γ+1
2γ
(p∗/pK − 1)] 12 if p∗ > pK ,
and the middle wave can be determined from these exactly,
S∗ =
pR − pL + ρLuL(SL − uL)− ρRuR(SR − uR)
ρL(SL − uL)− ρR(SR − uR) .
Initial estimates of the pressure in the star region are made based on the
Primitive Variable Riemann Solver (PVRS) approach. In theory this is an
iterative procedure however in practise it was noted by Toro that one iteration
was sufficient. The pressure is given as
p∗ =
1
2
(pL + pR)− 1
2
(uR − uL)(ρ¯a¯) ,
which is then used to determine the likely wave structure. If the star pressure
is estimated to be less than the pressure on either side then we assume both
waves are rarefractions. We can then use exact relations to better determine
the star values for pressure and velocity - although it should be noted that the
pressure ratios are an estimate and of course the concept of a single ‘star value’
is itself an approximation. The new values as taken from the two-rarefraction
Riemann solver (TRRS) are
u∗ =
PLRuL/aL + uR/aR + 2(PLR − 1)/(γ − 1)
PLR/aL + 1/aR
,
p∗ =
1
2
{
pL
[
1 +
γ − 1
2aL
(uL − u∗)
] 2γ
γ−1
+ pR
[
1 +
γ − 1
2aR
(u∗ − uR)
] 2γ
γ−1
}
,
where PLR = (
pL
pR
)
γ−1
2γ . Similarly if the initial estimate for pressure is greater
than that found on either side of the interface or there is a significant jump in
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pressure between the left and right values then we can improve our estimate by
assuming the methodology of the two-shock Riemann solver (TSRS). In this
case,
p∗ =
gLpL + gRpR − (uR − uL)
gL + gR
,
where
gK =
[
2
ρK(p∗(γ + 1) + pK(γ − 1))
] 1
2
.
In most instances the Riemann problem will be in a more conventional form
and the initial PVRS estimate will be used, however this adaptive procedure
allows a more sophisticated solver to come into effect in critical regions of high
gradients and extrema. The code implementation (2.2) illustrates how this
approach is used in practise.
It is worth noting in particular that the velocity of the central ‘star’ wave is
utterly dependant on the estimates for the outer wave speeds, which in turn are
based on the estimated pressure. It shall be seen shortly that the central wave
is used to determine whether the left or right values are used, the upwinding
direction. This is a crucial aspect of the solver which is why special attention
is appropriate if the gradients are large and there is a dominant direction.
Having calculated the wave speeds it only remains to evaluate the fluxes. As
the code works on a curvilinear basis, the equations have been implemented in
curvilinear form [19]. For convenience this form of the equations is reproduced
here for the star region, along with the code implementation (2.3).
U∗K =
1
SK − S∗


ρK(SK − λK)
ρuK(SK − λL) + (p∗ − pK)ξ˜x
ρvK(SK − λL) + (p∗ − pK)ξ˜y
ρwK(SK − λL) + (p∗ − pK)ξ˜z
eK(S∗ − λK) + S∗p∗ − pKλK


F∗K =


ρ∗KS∗
ρu∗KS∗ + p
∗ξ˜x
ρv∗KS∗ + p
∗ξ˜y
ρw∗KS∗ + p
∗ξ˜z
(eK + p
∗)S∗


p∗ = ρK(λK − SK)(λK − S∗) + pK
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CCC   CALCULATE PVRS PRESSURE
      PSTAR=C1O2*((HPPL+HPPR)−(UR−UL)*HCR*HCA)
CCC   DETERMINE WHAT APPROXIMATION TO USE FOR STAR VALUES
      HPMAX=MAX(HPPL,HPPR)
      HPMIN=MIN(HPPL,HPPR)
      QUSER=2.
      
      IF((HPMAX.GE.QUSER*HPMIN).OR.(PSTAR.LT.HPMIN).OR.
     .     (PSTAR.GT.HPMAX))THEN
         IF(PSTAR.LT.HPMIN)THEN   !Switch to TRRS
            HPLR=(HPPL/HPPR)**(C1O2*G1L/GL)
            USTAR=(HPLR*UL*HALI+UR*HARI+2.*(HPLR−1)*ETAL)/
     .           (HPLR*HALI+HARI)
            PSTAR=C1O2*(HPPL*(1.+(C1O2*G1L*HALI)*
     *           (UL−USTAR))**(2.*GL*ETAL)
     .           +HPPR*(1.+(G1R*C1O2*HARI)*
     *           (USTAR−UR))**(2.*GR*ETAR))
         ELSE                     !Switch to TSRS
            HGL=SQRT((2.*RIL)/(PSTAR*(GL+1.)+(HPPL*G1L)))
            HGR=SQRT((2.*RIR)/(PSTAR*(GR+1.)+(HPPR*G1R)))
            PSTAR=(HGL*HPPL+HGR*HPPR−(UR−UL))/(HGL+HGR)
         ENDIF
      ENDIF
CCC   ESTIMATE WAVE SPEEDS FROM PSTAR
      IF(PSTAR.LE.HPPL)THEN
         HQL=1.
      ELSE
         HQL=SQRT(1.+C1O2*(GL+1.)*(PSTAR/HPPL−1.)/GL)
      ENDIF
      IF(PSTAR.LE.HPPR)THEN
         HQR=1.
      ELSE
         HQR=SQRT(1.+C1O2*(GR+1.)*(PSTAR/HPPR−1.)/GR)
      ENDIF
      HSL=UL−HAL*HQL
      HSR=UR+HAR*HQR
      HSDL=HSL−UL
      HSDR=HSR−UR
      SSTAR=(HPPR−HPPL+RHOL*UL*HSDL−RHOR*UR*HSDR)/
     .     (RHOL*HSDL−RHOR*HSDR)
Code Fragment 2.2: Estimating wave speeds for the HLLC Riemann Solver
2.2.2 MUSTA
Although not strictly a Riemann solver, the MUSTA approach [86] was also
implemented into the code. This is a multi-stage solution procedure which has
the advantage of not requiring a known equation of state. The code is given
in [86] and while it was found to perform acceptably in our research it was not
as accurate as the Riemann solvers proper and so not appropriate given the
focus on perfect gas cases.
2.2.3 Introduction to the Sod problem
The modified Sod shock tube problem is a commonly used one-dimensional
test case and is a good basis for comparison with other schemes [73]. Starting
from two regions of flow at rest, it is essentially a large-scale Riemann problem,
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CCC   DETERMINE FLUXES
      IF(SSTAR.GT.0.)THEN    !use left values
         RFLS=(UUL*XIX+VVL*XIY+WWL*XIZ)
         L=1−LEFT−IRIG
         LRIL=L*RIL
         U=UUL*LRIL
         V=VVL*LRIL
         W=WWL*LRIL
         IF(HSL.GT.0.)THEN   !interface lies outside Riemann structure  
            XHS=U*RFLS+HPPL*XIX                                  
            YHS=V*RFLS+HPPL*XIY                                  
            ZHS=W*RFLS+HPPL*XIZ 
            EFLS=RFLS*(HPPL+EEL)*RIL−HPPL*XITI
CCC   Variables for solution of volume fraction advection
            RIN=U*B
            QIN=MML*RFLS*RIL
            
            FFLHS=FFL*RFLS*RIL
            RFLS=RRL*RFLS*RIL
         
         ELSE                !interface lies inside Riemann structure
            HUSL=SSTAR*B/(HSL−SSTAR)
            HPS=RHOL*(−HSDL)*(UL−SSTAR)+HPPL
            HPSMHPPL=HPS−HPPL
            RRLHSDL=RHOL*HSDL
            RFLS=HUSL*RRL*HSDL
            FFLHS=HUSL*FFL*HSDL
            XHS=HUSL*(RRLHSDL*U+HPSMHPPL*XX)+HPS*XIX
            YHS=HUSL*(RRLHSDL*V+HPSMHPPL*YY)+HPS*XIY
            ZHS=HUSL*(RRLHSDL*W+HPSMHPPL*ZZ)+HPS*XIZ
            EFLS=HUSL*(EEL*HSDL+HPS*SSTAR−HPPL*UL)
     1           +SSTAR*B*HPS
            RIN=SSTAR*B
            QIN=MML*RIN
            
         ENDIF
      ELSE                   !use right values
Code Fragment 2.3: Evaluating fluxes for the HLLC Riemann Solver
creating an expansion, contact and shock wave. It is a simple enough problem
that a fair comparison of methods can be made. In particular there is a lot of
interest in minimizing the width of the contact wave, which in theory should
be infinitely thin as should the shock wave. In practise, obtaining a contact
discontinuity that covers four computational cells is considered the practical
limit. The initial conditions for the variable-gamma case are given as
(ρ, u, p, γ)L = (1, 0, 1, 1.4) ,
(ρ, u, p, γ)R = (0.125, 0, 0.1, 1.2) ,
while a single-species version simply sets γ = 1.4 in both sections of the fluid.
Figure 2.4 shows the resulting density distribution for this single-species case
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with the initial fluid regions defined either side of x = 0.5 with standard second-
order MUSCL reconstruction comparing the CBM solver to the HLLC solver
along with the exact solution. While it is reassuring to note that the results
are for the most part identical, there is a clear flaw in the CBM solution at the
base of the expansion wave generated from the initial condition and maintained
as the waves travel away from the center. It should be noted this oscillation
appears even with first-order reconstruction. It is a relatively small issue but
set against the smoother result generated by the HLLC solver it is significant.
The Sod problem will be revisited along with other one-dimensional test cases
in investigating other developments of the code.
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Figure 2.4: Comparison of Riemann solvers for the Sod problem
In most simulations there is no evident difference between the solvers, however
in addition to the greater ease of implementation and development offered
by the HLLC solver and the arguable improvement to results, it was noted
as being slightly faster in computational time and more robust to providing
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solutions in more extreme problems where the CBM failed to maintain positive
energy. The overall impression was that the HLLC solver was a better choice
to carry forward in development whenever there was any distinction between
the two methods. As shall be seen in the following sections this also facilitated
development of the multi-component extension of the code as well as in the
area of increasing order of accuracy. Unless otherwise specified, all subsequent
results were obtained with the HLLC solver.
2.3 Reconstruction
The second part of Godunov’s legacy, and by far the more challenging, is laid
down in his own theorem.
“There are no monotone, linear schemes. . . of second or higher order
accuracy.”
Monotonicity is the requirement that cell variable updates are bounded by the
neighbouring cells. In the scheme
un+1i = Σ
lR
k=−lL
bku
n
i+k,
monotonicity can be interpreted as positive or zero coefficients
bk ≥ 0, ∀k.
It is essentially what we mean by removing the spurious oscillations that occur
around shock waves - no new minima or maxima can be created. Godunov’s
theorem explicitly states that monotonicity and accuracy are contradictory
aims. Naturally people have been trying to circumvent this for years, and the
key to this effort is in the assumption of a linear method. It is perhaps not
surprising that in order to fully engage with the highly non-linear governing
equations, a non-linear solver be used. In many schemes this non-linearity is
introduced through artificial viscosity (the high-order accurate central schemes
have dissipation added artificially where necessary to damp out the inherent
oscillations). Thus far the Godunov method is inherently free of oscillations,
but restricted to first order. To improve this requires a non-linear extension
that will increase the order of accuracy in smooth parts of the flow but not
interfere with the region of any discontinuity - quite the opposite effect of
artificial viscosity. There has been a lot of work on this, however there must
first be consideration of which variables to interpolate.
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2.3.1 Variable selection
The need for a conservative scheme defines the variables used in the flux calcu-
lations. There is freedom however in the reconstruction phase. Interpolating
the conserved variables can give very poor results in both accuracy and sta-
bility. Using the primitive variables can essentially remove these concerns and
is a simple enough operation. As with the discussion of Riemann solvers it is
not always easy to establish a clear difference between different options, never
mind a preferred option. However there is a test case that is suitably sensitive
to illustrate the potential improvement in results that a change in variables can
provide. Figure 2.5 shows part of the pressure profile following the passage of
a shock wave through a slab of helium with second-order reconstruction using
the HLLC solver. The definition for this problem is
(ρ, u, p, γ, cv)x<0.25 = (1.3765, 0.3948, 1.57, 1.4, 717.2) ,
(ρ, u, p, γ, cv)0.25<x<0.4 = (1.0, 0.0, 1.0, 1.4, 717.2) ,
(ρ, u, p, γ, cv)0.4<x<0.6 = (0.138, 0.0, 1.0, 1.67, 3114.9) ,
(ρ, u, p, γ, cv)0.6<x = (1.0, 0.0, 1.0, 1.4, 717.2) ,
and the resulting flow has a complex series of reflected and transmitted shocks
making it a more demanding case than the Sod problem but also more relevant
to practical applications.
There is a clear argument for the use of primitive variables to avoid the pressure
oscillations seen in the figure. It is well worth remembering that this is highly
coupled to both the reconstruction method itself and the multi-component
scheme employed which provides some of the variables in question. Many
papers suggest, for the higher-order methods in particular, that it is necessary
to perform the characteristic transformation [67]. While this may perhaps
prove fruitful in certain flows with complex shock structures it does not offer
any particular treatment of the multi-component equations which are typically
the most challenging element of variable choice and in terms of stability the
characteristic variables have not been required in the work done.
2.3.2 MUSCL
The MUSCL (Monotone Upwind-centred Scheme for Conservation Laws) ap-
proach of Van Leer [87, 18] was an obvious extension to Godunov’s method.
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Figure 2.5: Pressure in the helium slab for different choice of variables in the
reconstruction
Instead of assuming piece-wise constant data, van Leer assumed piece-wise lin-
ear data thereby achieving second order accuracy. The values used for either
side of the Riemann problem are a much better approximation of the real inter-
face value. The non-linearity is introduced through ‘slope limiters’, functions
that restrict the slope imposed on each cell in the vicinity of the discontinuity
in order to maintain monotonicity. These were developed as Total-Variation
Diminishing (TVD) schemes, which for one-dimensional linear advection is
synonymous with preserving monotonicity. The basic aim of these restrictions
was that maxima would decrease in value and minima increase, thereby avoid-
ing the creation of spurious oscillations. The basic consequence was that in
the region of a shock-wave the scheme defaulted to first-order accuracy. Var-
ious limiters have been developed with varying degrees of dissipation; there
is a clear correlation between improved resolution of discontinuities and in-
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crease in oscillations. Sweby [75] covers and standardises all the traditional
limiters. However even the most dissipative of these is a definite improvement
over the first-order solutions. In the past decade there have been many at-
tempts to push the limit of the TVD concept [65, 48, 59, 96]. Another paper
which accepts that TVD is limited to one dimension [44] explores an equivalent
multi-dimensional concept of Local Extremum Diminishing (LED). Higher or-
der interpolations such as piece-wise quadratic can improve accuracy further
but are all restricted by the quality of the limiting functions available.
One alternative to slope limiting is what is known as flux limiting [20, 24]. The
idea is the same, with a limiting function controlling the ‘mix’ of a first and
second order flux depending on the nature of the local solution. The option to
combine two different fluxes with different characteristics has some merits, but
has yet to prove particularly more effective than using first and second order
of the same flux as slope limiters do.
In terms of our code, a range of limiters were previously available and much
early work centered around evaluating these and implementing alternatives
such as the piecewise quadratic [76] scheme mentioned. This was ongoing as
part of the familiarisation with the code and consideration of Riemann solvers.
The only limiters carried forward here are Minmod - the most dissipative and
therefore robust traditional option - and the van Leer limiter which provided
best accuracy reliably. For an interface at i + 1
2
the left and right values for
the general MUSCL reconstruction are given as
ULi+1/2 = Ui +
1
2
(Ui −Ui−1)φ(rlimL ) ,
URi+1/2 = Ui+1 −
1
2
(Ui+2 −Ui+1)φ(rlimR ) ,
where
rlimL =
Ui+1 −Ui
Ui −Ui−1 , r
lim
R =
Ui+1 −Ui
Ui+2 −Ui+1 ,
and φ(rlim) is the limiting function. A negative value for rlim implies an ex-
tremum in which case the limiting function automatically reverts to first order.
Otherwise, for Minmod (MM) and van Leer (VL) type limiting respectively
[85],
φMM = min(1, r
lim) ,
φV L =
2rlim
1 + rlim
.
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!MUSCL
C     CALCULATE LEFT AND RIGHT DIFFERENCES
      
      DLFT=HL−HLL                
      DLOC=HR−HL
      DRGT=HRR−HR
      DLFTI=1./(DLFT+EPS)
      DRGTI=1./(DRGT+EPS)
      
C     CALCULATE R FOR THE LIMITER FUNCTIONS
      
      RLIMR =DLOC*DRGTI
      RLIML =DLOC*DLFTI
      .
      .
      .
      ELSEIF(LIMLOCAL.EQ.2)THEN      !MM
         DO I=1,7
C     RIGHT
            ELIMR (I)=MAX(0.,MIN(1.,RLIMR (I)))
C     LEFT
            ELIML (I)=MAX(0.,MIN(1.,RLIML (I)))
         END DO
      .
      .
      .
      ELSEIF(LIMLOCAL.EQ.4)THEN      !VL
         ELIMR =(RLIMR +ABS(RLIMR))/(1.+RLIMR )
         ELIML =(RLIML +ABS(RLIML))/(1.+RLIML )
      .
      .
      .
         MUSCLR=ELIMR
         MUSCLL=ELIML
      
      RRL=HL(1)+MUSCLL(1)*DLFT(1)*C1O2
      FFL=HL(2)+MUSCLL(2)*DLFT(2)*C1O2
      MML=HL(3)+MUSCLL(3)*DLFT(3)*C1O2
      UUL=HL(4)+MUSCLL(4)*DLFT(4)*C1O2
      VVL=HL(5)+MUSCLL(5)*DLFT(5)*C1O2
      WWL=HL(6)+MUSCLL(6)*DLFT(6)*C1O2
      EEL=HL(7)+MUSCLL(7)*DLFT(7)*C1O2
      
      RRR=HR(1)−MUSCLR(1)*DRGT(1)*C1O2
      FFR=HR(2)−MUSCLR(2)*DRGT(2)*C1O2
      MMR=HR(3)−MUSCLR(3)*DRGT(3)*C1O2
      UUR=HR(4)−MUSCLR(4)*DRGT(4)*C1O2
      VVR=HR(5)−MUSCLR(5)*DRGT(5)*C1O2
      WWR=HR(6)−MUSCLR(6)*DRGT(6)*C1O2
      EER=HR(7)−MUSCLR(7)*DRGT(7)*C1O2
Code Fragment 2.4: The pre-existing code to reconstruct interface values
using MUSCL
These equations form part of the reconstruction subroutine in the code 2.4
where the variables to be reconstructed are held in the arrays prefixed by H
with suffixes denoting the cell they belong to relative to the interface and EPS
is a small number to avoid division by zero.
As piecewise-linear methods these two reconstruction methods are limited to a
nominal second-order. While it is not instructive to look at the implementation
of the majority of alternatives considered in the early part of this research,
there is a notable exception that was added by others in the group during the
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project that belongs to the MUSCL category and will be used extensively in
subsequent results. It is a fifth-order scheme [51, 52] which requires more data
points and is notably more complex however it is a convenient extension of
the MUSCL framework to high order. The limiting functions in this case are
different for the left and right constructs and are given by
φlimM5,K = max(0, min(2, 2r
lim
K,i , φ˜
lim
M5,K)) ,
where
φ˜limM5,L =
11− 2
rlim
Li−1
+ 24rlimL,i − 3rlimL,i rlimL,i+1
30
,
φ˜limM5,R =
11− 2
rlim
Ri+2
+ 24rlimR,i+1 − 3rlimR,i+1rlimR,i
30
,
with
rlimL,i =
Ui+1 −Ui
Ui −Ui−1 , r
lim
R,i =
Ui −Ui−1
Ui+1 −Ui .
Monotonicity is maintained in theory with this approach, however in smooth
regions of the flow the accuracy can be expected to be improved. It is worth
noting at this point that the scheme still reverts to first order in the presence
of extrema. It is possible to increase the notional order of accuracy further
in MUSCL schemes but they offer little return for their increased cost. These
will prove to be significant details when this fifth-order MUSCL (M5) recon-
struction is compared against other high-order approaches.
2.3.3 WENO
The main advance since MUSCL in this area has been the increasing devel-
opment of Essentially Non-Oscillatory (ENO) schemes [34, 8, 26] and more
recently Weighted-ENO (WENO) schemes [45, 56]. ENO and WENO aim to
provide very high order accuracy without reducing the integrity of the shock-
wave region in finite volume schemes [83]. They are effectively complex polyno-
mial interpolations to the data values at the interface based on a large support
stencil - finite difference ENO and WENO interpolated the fluxes themselves
to the cell interfaces. Instead of limiting functions to dissipate undesirable
oscillations, ENO and WENO actually maintain the same level of accuracy in
all areas of the flow by use of an adaptive stencil. ENO selects its support such
that it does not cross a discontinuity, whereas WENO uses a convex combi-
nation of all available stencils (with discontinuous stencils being afforded zero
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weight). WENO has several other advantages - it gives a smoother, more pre-
dictable flux; can obtain the optimal accuracy from its support base ((2r− 1)
where r is the size of the stencil); and removes the logical statements necessary
for ENO, which makes it twice as fast on vector supercomputers. However to
achieve a proper multi-dimensional high-order interpolation in finite volume
schemes on unstructured meshes can require an excessively large number of
calculations. It is not necessarily practical to use these schemes for problems
where there is little return for supposedly increased accuracy, but using them
in split dimensions on cartesian grids such as those used here, while limited in
its effect, is fairly straightforward to implement. The weaknesses of these very
high-order schemes, apart from additional computational time, are detecting
the discontinuities, particularly when two discontinuities are close together.
These methods are not perfect, a fact acknowledged in their name as essen-
tially non-oscillatory. They are a move away from the more traditional thinking
of TVD schemes, yet there are cases where further monotonicity restraints are
required for stability[2, 74], and various approaches to artificial compression
are currently being investigated to counter unwanted diffusion[92]. For all
these supposed flaws, the ability to calculate relatively stable and clear results
at fifth, ninth or potentially higher orders of accuracy has made these meth-
ods very attractive as shall be seen in the results. The extra cost of evaluating
the large stencils is more than covered by the reduction in grid resolution
that can be made while maintaining an accurate and well-resolved solution.
Comparisons of the different high-order methods can be found in [55, 72] and
alternative approaches to improving the WENO concept in [69, 66, 17].
Recently a number of improvements have been proposed in the literature
geared towards releasing the optimal performance by reconsidering the weight-
ings in WENO schemes and their implementation into the code has proved
valuable. In order to understand these changes, it is necessary to consider the
underlying equations of the WENO scheme which shall be illustrated here for
the fifth-order case - extension to ninth- (and higher) order follows similarly.
The basic principle of a WENO interpolation in finite volume form is to in-
terpolate an interface value for each variable from all available stencils, and to
average them with appropriate weighting to achieve the final result which is
then entered into the calculation of flux. Through this a range of stencils three
cells in length can theoretically produce a fifth-order accurate reconstruction.
Non-linearity is introduced through the weightings, which are made dependant
on the ‘smoothness’ of each candidate stencil - those stencils adjuged to contain
a discontinuity are given an effective zero weighting. This can be expressed
mathematically as
Uj+ 1
2
=
3∑
k=1
ωkUˆ
k
j+ 1
2
,
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where Uˆk
j+ 1
2
is the interpolated value for each stencil, calculated as in [83], and
ωk is the weight.
In the work of Shu, these weights were originally formulated as
ωk =
αk∑3
i=1 αi
, where αk =
ω¯k
( + βk)p
.
 is a small parameter to keep α bounded, βk are the ‘smoothness indicators’
as laid out in [2], p is a free parameter and ω¯k are the ideal weights required to
reduce to a fifth-order central difference scheme in smooth flow. Interpolating
for the left-hand side, the indices i, k = 1, 2, 3 refers to the three stencils (Sk,
Fig. 2.6) for the j + 1
2
interface which are
S1 = (j, j + 1, j + 2), S2 = (j − 1, j, j + 1), S3 = (j − 2, j − 1, j).
Figure 2.6: Stencils for left-sided interpolation of interface values
In our code (2.5) the jth cell is identified as HL with j + 1 being HR, j − 1 as
HLL and so on. The ideal weights are given as
ω¯1 =
3
10
, ω¯2 =
6
10
, ω¯3 =
1
10
.
The smoothness indicators are then calculated for each variable,
β1 =
13
12
(Uj − 2Uj+1 + Uj+2)2 + 1
4
(3Uj − 4Uj+1 + Uj+2)2,
β2 =
13
12
(Uj−1 − 2Uj + Uj+1)2 + 1
4
(Uj−1 − Uj+1)2,
β3 =
13
12
(Uj−2 − 2Uj−1 + Uj)2 + 1
4
(Uj−2 − 4Uj−1 + 3Uj)2,
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!WENO 3RD
!LEFT
CCC  Ideal weightings
         DEE(1)=0.3
         DEE(2)=0.6
         DEE(3)=0.1
CCC   Calculate smoothness indicators
         DO I=1,7
         BEE(1)=(13./12.)*(HL(I)−2.*HR(I)+HRR(I))**2
     .           +0.25*(3.*HL(I)−4.*HR(I)+HRR(I))**2
         BEE(2)=(13./12.)*(HLL(I)−2.*HL(I)+HR(I))**2
     .           +0.25*(HLL(I)−HR(I))**2
         BEE(3)=(13./12.)*(HLLL(I)−2.*HLL(I)+HL(I))**2
     .           +0.25*(HLLL(I)−4.*HLL(I)+3.*HL(I))**2
         EPS=1.E−36
CCC   Relative indicator to determine if flow is discontinuous 
CCC   or just highly variable
         RSIK=MAX(BEE(1),BEE(2),BEE(3))
     .        /(EPS+MIN(BEE(1),BEE(2),BEE(3)))
         IF(RSIK.LT.10.)BEE=0.
CCC   Calculation of weights
         ALPH=DEE/(EPS+BEE) !**2
         ALPHATOT=1./(ALPH(1)+ALPH(2)+ALPH(3)+ALPH(4)+ALPH(5))
        OMEGA=ALPH*ALPHATOT
CCC   Mapping of weights
         GEE=OMEGA*(DEE+DEE**2−3.*DEE*OMEGA
     .        +OMEGA**2)/(DEE**2+OMEGA*(1.−2.*DEE))
         GEETOT=1./(GEE(1)+GEE(2)+GEE(3))
         OMEGA=GEE*GEETOT
CCC   Final reconstruction
         WENOL(I)=OMEGA(1)*(−1.*HRR(I)+5.*HR(I)+2.*HL(I))/6.
     .        +OMEGA(2)*(−1.*HLL(I)+5.*HL(I)+2.*HR(I))/6.
     .        +OMEGA(3)*(2.*HLLL(I)−7.*HLL(I)+11.*HL(I))/6.
         ENDDO
         RRL=WENOL(1)
         FFL=WENOL(2)
         MML=WENOL(3)
         UUL=WENOL(4)
         VVL=WENOL(5)
         WWL=WENOL(6)
         EEL=WENOL(7)
Code Fragment 2.5: Implementation of modified fifth-order WENO recon-
struction for the left side of the interface
and combined with the previous formulae to give the weights.
More recent work has discovered that the above formulation is not sufficient
to maintain the maximum possibly accuracy around critical points [37]. This
paper suggests that a simple mapping of the weights calculated as before to
bring them closer to the ideal weights, while still retaining the required be-
haviour away from these regions resolves this issue. The modified weights then
are calculated as
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ω
(M)
k =
α∗k∑2
i=0 α
∗
i
,
α∗k = gk(ωk),
gk(ωk) =
ωk(ω¯k + ω¯
2
k − 3ω¯kωk + ω2k)
ω¯2k + ωk(1− 2ω¯k)
,
thus the mapping is relatively cheap. In implementation it has also been seen to
improve the results, gaining greater convergence for a coarse grid. The paper
also made an additional point regarding the value of , which it illustrated
should be much smaller than the parameter used in Shu’s work. Without the
mapping corrected scheme however, reducing  led to an unacceptable loss of
formal accuracy. The modified scheme is robust to the change and so can take
advantage of making  as small as the machine accuracy will allow.
Another paper has been written recently with an aim to optimising WENO
methods for turbulent flows [77]. Again the aim has been to reduce the in-
fluence of the previously over-constrictive weights to allow turbulent flow to
develop to a high-order approximation. The first simple change is to consider
the value of the exponent p in the original calculations. It has been set at 2
in the work of Shu and Toro, but the paper by Taylor et al. identifies that a
value of 1 can significantly reduce the non-linear limiting throughout the flow
without any great loss of stability in regions where the adaptation is necessary.
Again this modification was quickly shown to improve the results given by our
implementation of the WENO code.
The main development of the paper however was in the use of ‘relative limiters’.
These are in effect a relatively crude assessment of the smoothness indicators
which help differentiate between a single discontinuity and a rapidly varying
but smooth turbulent flow. If the smoothness of all the stencils under con-
sideration is relatively comparable, then the flow is deemed smooth and the
indicators adjusted as such. A very small change to the overall code, taking
advantage of the information given by the basic but large WENO calculations,
again reduces unnecessary dissipation in the method allowing for the weights
to more closely match the ideal weighting of the central difference scheme. The
paper found the scheme to be robust for different problems if these changes
were made relative, and a threshold of one order of magnitude between the
biggest and smallest smoothness indicators within a set of stencils has proved
acceptable in our code as suggested in the paper.
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2.3.4 Low Mach Number Correction
During the course of this research an issue was highlighted within the group
concerning the dissipation of energy in low mach number flow. This was es-
tablished to be caused by the reaveraging inherent in the Riemann solution
process [81]. This Mach number dependency could be removed with signifi-
cant improvement in results as shall be seen in later chapters by modifying the
reconstructed variables. Having interpolated left and right interface values,
the two are simply blended together linearly with Mach number such that at
zero-speed the resulting interface value is the mean of the two reconstructed
values. This is expressed as
ULML =
1
2
((1 + M)UL + (1−M)UR) ,
ULMR =
1
2
((1 + M)UR + (1−M)UL) ,
where M = min(1, Mach No).
2.3.5 WAF
Before looking at the relative performance of the MUSCL and WENO recon-
struction methods there is again an alternative approach that was considered.
The Weighted-Average-Flux (WAF) [6, 84] method provides an intriguing way
to improve the accuracy of a scheme. It is distinct from the flux splitting
methods considered previously, in that it is more an extension of the HLLC
Riemann solver. Rather than selecting which of the four states in the Rie-
mann problem corresponds to the interface position, the WAF method takes
a weighted average of all four states. It offers increased accuracy as it can
be applied in addition to reconstruction of the variables, although it is still
dependent on limiting functions similar to those used in the MUSCL scheme.
For the higher-order methods there is not necessarily much of a gain and there
is notable extra computational expense so the work was not carried forward
to the more complex applications however it was included in early test cases.
2.3.6 Further one-dimensional test cases
Although consideration of the order of accuracy of reconstruction forms the
bulk of work done in later chapters it is useful to look at the simpler test cases
involved in the development of the code to assess the veracity of the concepts
gained from the literature. We will first revisit the Sod problem introduced
in the previous section. Figure 2.7 shows the relative improvements offered
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Figure 2.7: Comparison of lower-order reconstruction methods for the Sod
problem
by the piecewise-quadratic interpolation and the WAF extension to the basic
Minmod-limited second-order MUSCL scheme. As expected the effect of im-
proving accuracy is to sharpen the contact discontinuity - the quadratic recon-
struction also gives a marginally sharper shockwave. As mentioned previously
these options were not carried forward beyond the early period of research,
the reason of which is partly illustrated in figure 2.8. Here the fifth and ninth
order WENO reconstructions are used in their original form. While there are
other coding issues affecting the quality of results, the improvement in resolu-
tion of the discontinuities is immediately apparent and this is achieved with
less complexity than the other options. The apparent difference in shock posi-
tion for the 9th order scheme is simply due to output time. The lack of strict
monotonicity is clearly visible as ‘overshoots’ in the WENO results, and there
is a range of developments aimed at limiting this problem in the literature,
some of which were implemented in the code though not carried forward - for
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Figure 2.8: Comparison of higher-order reconstruction methods for the Sod
problem
practical application in our turbulence-dominated flows these oscillations were
not significant enough to outweigh the gains in overall accuracy.
More recent work with the improved WENO code helps illustrate some impor-
tant considerations concerning the dissipation inherent in different reconstruc-
tion methods. A simple test case is the advection of a Gaussian pulse [69]. The
current multi-component version of the code involves advection of the volume
fraction which can be specified as a simple colour function (z) when the two
components are identical. The function is defined as
z =
1
4
(1 + e(−30x−0.5)
2
) ,
and is shown in figure 2.9. The flow is given a uniform velocity of 1ms−1 and
two periods are allowed to pass at very low CFL to reduce time inaccuracies.
As this is an inviscid problem the shape of the pulse ought to be maintained
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Figure 2.9: Initial condition for advection of Gaussian pulse with constant
uniform velocity 1ms−1
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Figure 2.10: Comparison of reconstruction methods for advection of Gaussian
pulse with 16 grid points
without any dissipation as it is advected with the flow. The case was run at 3
different grid resolutions - 16, 32 and 64 points - in order to gain convergence
information in addition to simply observing how well the different methods
preserved the pulse. Figures 2.10, 2.11, 2.12 show the results of this test case
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Figure 2.11: Comparison of reconstruction methods for advection of Gaussian
pulse with 32 grid points
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Figure 2.12: Comparison of reconstruction methods for advection of Gaussian
pulse with 64 grid points
for the nominal second-order van Leer limiter (VL), the fifth-order MUSCL
(M5) and ninth-order WENO (W9).
There are several interesting things to note. The most obvious perhaps is
that increasing the number of grid points reduces the dissipation. This is
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to be expected as the cell averaging in the finite volume method will better
represent the detail if the cells are smaller. It is also immediately apparent
that increasing the order of reconstruction of this averaged data has a similar
effect in maintaining the structure of the pulse. Furthermore while the WENO
method appears to be grid converged with the correct solution at 64 points,
the MUSCL methods seem to be converging to a different solution. This is
most likely a manifestation of the first-order treatment of extrema discussed in
the MUSCL implementation. This introduces an important theoretical point
- the nominal order of accuracy of these reconstruction methods only refers
to their maximum order in smooth flows and does not represent the overall
accuracy of the code [29]. This can be illustrated informally by consideration
of the rate of error reduction in this case. Looking simply at the difference in
peak values between a given solution and the initial condition we can gain a
measure of the error and how it changes with grid resolution. Table 2.1 shows
the peak values for each simulation, the relative error and the associated ‘order’
of improvement over the previous grid resolution.
Table 2.1: Order of accuracy of solver based on peak error convergence
Grid Size Peak Value Relative Error Order of accuracy (p), (ERR16
ERR32
= 2p)
VL
16 0.416 16.8% -
32 0.462 7.6% 1.15
64 0.486 2.8% 1.45
M5
16 0.442 11.6% -
32 0.471 5.8% 1.0
64 0.487 2.6% 1.15
W9
16 0.474 5.2% -
32 0.495 1.0% 2.4
64 0.4995 0.1% 3.3
While only an approximate and variable measure this not only enables the
difference in the reconstruction methods to be quantified but also demonstrates
to some extent why the high-order WENO schemes are able to give physical
solutions when ILES theory requires that the dissipation represented by the
inherent errors in the scheme be around second order [58]. It also introduces
the concept that the ninth-order WENO scheme can obtain results comparable
to lower-order schemes while using half the number of grid points. It shall be
seen in later chapters that the WENO reconstruction is correspondingly twice
as expensive to compute, however in multi-dimensional problems the reduction
in grid points dominates. Finally the table would suggest that the M5 scheme
is of lower order than the van Leer scheme, yet the results are more accurate.
This is partly due to the first-order limit leaving little room for improvement,
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and further suggests that quantifying the accuracy of these schemes absolutely
in theoretical terms is a considerable challenge.
There is one further well-documented test case which shall be presented to fur-
ther emphasise the limits of these MUSCL formulations in comparison with the
adaptability and preserved high order of WENO. The case is a shock/entropy
waves interaction as simulated in [2]. The initial conditions are defined as
(ρ, P, ux) = (3.857143, 10.3333, 2.629369) x < −0.8
(ρ, P, ux) = (1 + 0.2sine(5pix), 1, 0) x > −0.8 .
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Figure 2.13: Comparison of reconstruction methods for the entropy wave test
cases
It is clear from these results (Fig. 2.13 that for this problem there is a
much wider gap in resolution of the high frequency waves between WENO
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and MUSCL in our implementation than might be expected. The first-order
points in the MUSCL approach are severely limiting, so much so that the
WENO method has notably better accuracy with half the number of grid
points.
2.4 Multi-component models
It has been mentioned several times prior to this point that the code includes
multi-component models necessary to handle the more complex flows consid-
ered in this research. There are a number of options to consider however there
is no one preferred method for all cases. Indeed the results presented in the
previous section use all three of implemented models with no significant impact
on the comparison of methods. The first of these models is the Total Enthalpy
Conservation Model (ThCM) [89] which was already in the code. As part of
the current research the quasi-conservative models proposed by Johnsen and
Colonius [46] and by Allaire et al. [1] have been implemented to improve the
behaviour of the higher-order methods in keeping the volume fraction bounded.
A more complete consideration of the relative merits of these different models
can be found in [78]. While part of the code development, it is only of tan-
gential interest to the problems at hand and so the three models are discussed
briefly here.
2.4.1 Total Enthalpy Conservation Model (ThCM)
This model was originally in the code as a development of the standard mass-
fraction model. It requires an additional two equations for total enthalpy
conservation of multi-component flow as proposed by Wang et al.. The addi-
tional variables being conserved are ρχ
M
, ρ
M
, where M is molecular weight, and
χ is defined as
χ =
ρi
p
+ 1
The total enthalpy approach had been found to be better for the current range
of problems than the mass fraction model commonly found in industrial codes.
However it still created pressure oscillations around contact discontinuities
which degraded the overall reliability of the results.
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2.4.2 Quasi-conservative Johnsen and Colonius model
for WENO (JC)
It has been noted that the WENO methods are particularly sensitive to the
choice of interpolated variables due to the lack of enforced monotonicity. With
the implementation of HLLC and WENO into the code, a new model designed
for such solvers developed by Johnsen and Colonius seemed an obvious can-
didate to be investigated. For the range of problems considered it appears to
significantly improve upon the ThCM model in the pressure field, although
as it is a quasi-conservative approach the gamma can fluctuate at high Mach
numbers. The model requires only one additional equation, plus a small mod-
ification to the HLLC solver to solve the main Euler equations in a suitably
quasi-conservative fashion. In effect, the method merely employs a stiffened
equation of state, which reduces to
ΓP = E − 1
2
ρu2, where Γ =
1
γ − 1
for perfect gases. While convenient and a notable improvement over the ThCM
for higher-order methods, there was still some concern over the efficacy of the
multi-component part of the code.
2.4.3 Quasi-conservative 5-equation model of Allaire
The quasi-conservative 5-equation model of Allaire et al. works over a wide
range of conditions and maintains a good interface with higher-order methods.
Each fluid has its own continuity equation and there is an advection equation
for the volume fraction of one of the fluids. Along with total momentum and
energy these make up the system,
∂z1ρ1
∂t
+∇.(z1ρ1u) = 0,
∂z2ρ2
∂t
+∇.(z2ρ2u) = 0,
∂ρu
∂t
+∇.(ρu× u + P ) = 0,
∂ρe
∂t
+∇.(ρu(e + P
ρ
) = 0,
∂z
∂t
+ u∇z = 0.
In their work they considered different closures for this under-specified system
and determined that the isobaric approach was preferable. It is a relatively
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simple model which is easily adapted to the HLLC solver. The only complica-
tion is advection of the volume fraction, however as mass of each gas is already
conserved there is some freedom here. As suggested in the original paper, the
transport equation for volume fraction, z, can be written
∂z
∂t
+∇.(zu)− z∇.u = 0
which can be calculated as with the conservative equations but with a non-
conservative correction. On balance this model has proven to be preferable for
the majority of flows and was used as the standard model in the latter stages
of this research.
2.5 Time integration
Compared to the efforts in spatial discretisation, the time development of
a flow has long been a simple matter. The stability requirements are well
characterised and there has been little reason to be concerned with accuracy.
As discussed previously, the spatial error remains large even with the higher-
order schemes. Varying the order of the time-stepping scheme has not been
seen to significantly affect the results, and use of a third order scheme ensures
that the temporal error is dominated by a spatial error thought to be no better
than second order. The basic equation for Godunov,
Un+1i = U
n
i +
∆t
∆x
(Fi− 1
2
− Fi+ 1
2
),
shows the first-order forward in time algorithm. There are many alternatives
and extensions but the use of these is largely determined in practise by the
application.
2.5.1 Runge-Kutta
The optimal option for these shock-driven unsteady flows is generally accepted
to be the third-order Runge-Kutta method [20, 43] . A Total-Variation-
Diminishing (TVD) formulation,
U1j = U
n
j +
∆t
∆x
F(Unj ),
U2j = U
n
j +
1
4
∆t
∆x
[F(Unj ) + F(U
1
j)],
Un+1j = U
n
j +
1
6
∆t
∆x
[F(Unj ) + F(U
1
j) + 4F(U
2
j)],
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is used as preferable for the higher-order methods. Splitting each time-step into
stages is the basic mechanism for increasing accuracy and stability. In princi-
ple Runge-Kutta methods reduce at first-order to the basic forward method.
This third-order method is actually more stable than the first-order method,
but increasing the accuracy further reduces the stability. It is the standard
approach for such fluctuating flows and well-established from early work in the
aeronautics industry.
2.5.2 Implicit Time Integration
The code is also equipped to solve steady-state problems with an implicit time
integration method that can take advantage of large iteration steps without
concern for accuracy (for example [30]). While considerable effort was em-
ployed to make this part of the code functional with the latest version to
facilitate the work on hypersonics presented later, there was little scope for
considering the underlying equations. It is mentioned here due to its use in
producing some results, however it has not been the subject of any develop-
ment during this research.
2.5.3 ADER
Finally an intriguing possibility which has yet to reach wider application is
the ADER scheme developed by Titarev and Toro [82]. They have shown
that the higher-order spatial discretisation can be used to determine similarly
arbitrary high-order terms in time. It actually requires a different framework
to be adopted which has not as yet been done here, however it may prove
a very useful direction of further development. Recent work by the authors
demonstrates how this can all be combined with the high-order methods with
very promising results [22].
2.6 Axisymmetric problems
While the majority of cases simulated in this research take place in a box-
geometry with a cartesian mesh there is scope within the code to simulate
more complex geometries in a curvilinear framework as implied previously. To
efficiently and accurately simulate axisymmetric problems it was necessary to
implement additional terms to account for the difference in the formation of
equations from cartesian to cylindrical geometries [33, 21, 71]. Using an r-z
co-ordinate system
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r
∂U
∂t
+ ∇˜ · ((F (U) + V (U))r) = S(U) .
Here F represents the convective part of the flux and V the viscous fluxes as
necessary for the hypersonic problem. The axi-symetric source terms appear
as S(U) = (0, Sr, Sz, SE)
T ,
Sr = p− τθθ − 2
3
∂(µur)
∂r
,
Sz = −2
3
∂(µur)
∂z
,
SE =
2
3
µ
(
u2r
r
)
+ r
(
∂
∂r
(
2
3
µ
u2r
r
)
+
∂
∂z
(
2
3
µ
uruz
r
))
,
where
τθθ =
2
3
µ
(
−∇ · u + 2ur
r
)
.
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3
Two-dimensional single-mode
Richtmyer-Meshkov Instability
3.1 Introduction
The Richtmyer-Meshkov Instability (RMI) derives from the work of Richtmyer
[68] where he considered the case of a shock wave passing from light fluid into
heavy fluid with a perturbed interface as an extension of the theory of Taylor
regarding the growth of such irregularities. Meshkov [60] established the more
general case where the heavy fluid can be accelerated into the light fluid.
Figure 3.1 shows the inital condition schematically - the flow can be assumed
to be inviscid and the timescales are such that gravity is not considered (the
orientation of the fluids is arbitrary). The significance of this test case will be
more apparent when considering more realistic problems in Chapter 5 though
it is not difficult to conceive of situations involving the interaction of shock
waves with fluid interfaces.
Handling the theory around such complex flow is not straightforward, how-
ever some insight into the physics of the instability can be achieved through
consideration of the two-dimensional vorticity (ω) equation,
Dω
Dt
=
1
ρ
(∇ρ×∇p) .
In the absence of viscosity we are left with this source term which gives rise to
vorticity when the local pressure gradient and density gradient are not parallel.
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Heavy fluid
Light fluid
Shock wave
Density gradient
Pressure Gradient
Figure 3.1: Schematic representation of the initial condition for the single-
mode Richtmyer-Meshkov Instability
As can be seen in figure 3.1 this is the situation created by a perturbed fluid
interface with the passage of a planar shock wave. The extent to which the
vorticity so deposited by the shock wave can account for the growth of the
instability will be considered later in the chapter in the section on modelling
growth. The earlier sections address the effect of numerics in simulating a
two-dimensional RMI.
The Richtmyer-Meshkov Instability modelled here is taken from the experi-
mental work of Jacobs [41]. Similar work simulating this problem has also
been conducted by Latini et al. [53]. In the current research the simulation
was first initialised as perfect - pure gases on either side of the interface with
a pre-shock Atwood number of 0.692. Due to necessity the experiment has
some diffusion as a result of which air is mixed with the SF6. The numerical
interface between the two gases is initialised with a simple sinusoidal pertur-
bation over a wavelength of 59mm, and a shock of strength Mach number 1.3
is passed through this interface. The experimental and numerical problems
are similar enough to bear comparison, not only in the visual appearance of
the instability (Fig. 3.2) but also the growth rates of the bubble and spike
(to distinguish between the peaks and troughs in RMI flow the spike refers
to the more extensive penetration of the heavier fluid while the bubble is the
alternate extrema), which are appropriately non-dimensionalised in any case.
Simulations with a modified initial condition to allow for the experimental dif-
fusion were then carried out with use of the JC two-fluid model, rather than
the ThCM. It is expected that increasing the thickness of the interface will
have a depressing effect on the growth rate of the instability - an effect seen
experimentally [7].
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3.2 Early comparison of methods
Figure 3.2: Experimental picture [41]
of single-mode Richtmyer-Meshkov In-
stability
The typical growth of the instability
is shown in Figure 3.3 for a reason-
ably well resolved scheme, where the
dark region represents the SF6 in a
plot of volume fraction. After the
initial linear growth phase the vor-
ticity deposited by the shock wave
can be seen to be gathering at the
head of the instability as it starts to
pull material round the sides. This
roll-up continues, establishing clear
vortical structures which then start
to manifest the secondary instabil-
ity seen in experiments as a series
of small Kelvin-Helmoholtz features
which disturb the smooth lines of the
vortex leading to an eventual break-
down into turbulence. Comparison
with experiment will quickly reveal
however that the curvature at the tip
of the spike is flawed in this simula-
tion. This is due to how the initial
perturbation is resolved on the Carte-
sian grid, indeed there are many fac-
tors to consider in setting the initial
conditions as the high-order schemes
are very sensitive to small differences.
While the vortex dynamics dominate the flow and can destabilise the upper
surface, there is no evidence that the shape of the very tip of the instability has
any major impact on the formation of the vortices nor the breakdown to tur-
bulence. Indeed, the comparison of methods conducted by Liska and Wendroff
[55] in which they consider the Rayleigh-Taylor instability, which is closely
related to Richtmyer-Meshkov, shows a host of unphysical and unpredictable
features at the head of the instability depending on the method used. This is a
manifestation of how different methods respond to “errors” in different ways.
Should the initial conditions be perfectly specified as part of a continuum then
one would expect a properly rounded tip to the instability but this is one area
that demands very careful approximations to be simulated accurately.
Figure 3.4 shows the comparison of different order accuracy methods over a
range of coarse regular grids with 20, 40 or 80 cells per wavelength. At the
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Figure 3.3: Plot of Volume Fraction of SF6 showing the development of the
instability over time, using 5th order WENO on 80x240 grid, based on a sharp
initial interface
.
coarsest resolution very little can be seen, though it is well worth noting that
the overall amplitude of the instability at this time is comparable with the
more highly resolved simulations. With less than 20 cells this soon ceases to
be the case, so this point can be considered to be when the primary instability
is resolved. It is hard to see much difference between the schemes, however the
higher-order WENO methods do give an indication that some genuine vorticity
is at work at the top of the spike causing the shear layer to roll up. At 40
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cells across, features are much more clearly visible. The plots (b) and (h) in
Figure 3.4 still appear very similar at the large scale but the 9th-order WENO
interpolation shows clear vortical roll-up at this stage and the ‘mushroom’
shape compares favourably to the experimental results. Yet, increasing the
resolution further allows the second-order method (plot (c) in Figure 3.4) to
start showing some kind of vortex development, but still it is not qualitatively
the same as the much more advanced vortex coil for the 5th-order scheme (plot
(f) in Figure 3.4) nor even particularly comparable to the coarser WENO
simulations (plots (e) and (h)). The most resolved picture (i) has already
passed the onset of secondary instability within the vortex coil (visible as
‘waviness’ in the 5th order simulation) and has broken down into a turbulently
mixed area. Also quite clearly seen is some separated fluid drawn down from
the vortices which is caused by small Kelvin-Helmholtz instabilities that form
on the stem. At this resolution only the effects of distortion can be seen.
They are not found in the experiment due to the slightly diffuse nature of the
initial perturbation. By contrast these simulations had a sharp discontinuity
(to the level of resolution of the grid) and the higher-order schemes do not
carry sufficient dissipation to damp out the numerical errors.
Time-equivalent representations of the volume fractions within the flow are
shown in figure 3.5 for the same range of methods as seen previously but with
a diffuse initial interface - the volume fraction being given a linear profile over
a 5mm region about the interface. The Atwood number has also been adjusted
to 0.605 to reflect that actually measured in the experiments. There is little
difference in how the various reconstruction methods behave relative to each
other, however there is a noticeable difference in the visible level of vorticity
and resulting shape of the head of the instability. A critical issue in dealing
with this case is that as the roll-up of the vortices becomes established the
two-dimensional vortex dynamics begin to dominate the flow. This affects the
growth and stability of the stem in later times, as well as having a large impact
on the shape of the overall instability. Until the solution has converged it is to
be expected that different shapes will emerge dependant on the scheme as the
vortices remain under-resolved. However it is possible to see qualitatively that
the resolution of features is greater in the higher-order schemes, particularly
comparing the fifth-order WENO with the second-order MUSCL. It must be
borne in mind that the WENO schemes can only be as accurate as the number
of cells in any continuous region for stability, which means for the ninth-order
scheme to be truly effective, nine cells between discontinuities is required. This
is not the case with the stem in these coarser grids, so there are regions where
the order of accuracy is limited yielding little improvement overall on the fifth-
order results. It should also be noted that this is a very approximate approach
to considering the effects of diffusion in the initial condition.
Table 3.1 shows the relative CPU cost for a given length of simulated time for
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(a) 20xVL (b) 40xVL (c) 80xVL
(d) 20xW5 (e) 40xW5 (f) 80xW5
(g) 20xW9 (h) 40xW9 (i) 80xW9
Figure 3.4: Volume fraction plots of Richtmyer-Meshkov Simulations with no.
of cells per wavelength and reconstruction method (VL:2nd-order van Leer,
W5:5th-order WENO, W9:9th-order WENO) for sharp initial interface and
Atwood No. of 0.692
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(a) 20xVL (b) 40xVL (c) 80xVL
(d) 20xW5 (e) 40xW5 (f) 80xW5
(g) 20xW9 (h) 40xW9 (i) 80xW9
Figure 3.5: Richtmyer-Meshkov Simulations with no. of cells per wavelength
and reconstruction method (VL:2nd-order van Leer, W5:5th-order WENO,
W9:9th-order WENO) for diffuse initial interface and Atwood No. of 0.605
the different schemes used, normalised by the runtime for the 20 cell van Leer
scheme. For the very coarse grid the ‘fixed’ costs start to dominate such that
there is less difference between the different order schemes. However what is
important to note is the relative cost of, for example, the ninth-order scheme
on a 40 cell grid with the second-order scheme on an 80 cell grid. The higher
order WENO methods are more expensive, but are better value for the level
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of fine-scale detail they provide - and this comparison ought yield better re-
sults with the latest developments of the code. More refined grids and further
comparisons with experimental results are required to assess whether such de-
tail is physically correct, however it has been noticed that the higher-order
schemes are particularly sensitive to very small differences in initial conditions
and there is a limit to how well the experiment can be modelled to achieve
highly comparable results with simulations. Indeed it may not be possible
with this problem to identify whether the scheme is introducing spurious er-
rors or merely reflecting discrepancies in other parts of the model. Thus far
the behaviour has appeared physical, and with coarse simulations the WENO
methods do well at mimicking the results of the the second-order schemes on
finer grids, but it has not been definitively seen that both approaches converge
to the same solution for this problem, and there are a number of issues that
need to be addressed.
Resolution 20 40 80
VL 1 4.1 18.2
W5 1.02 10.4 45.1
W9 1.70 11.5 53.5
Table 3.1: CPU runtime for schemes VL, W5 and W9 at grid resolution 20,
40 and 80 for a given length of simulated time
In order to help validate these results much finer grids were used. Figure 3.6
shows the fifth-order WENO result for 400 grid cells, as well as how it com-
pares overlayed on the 80 cell image. The overall amplitude is comparable as
expected, as is the general bubble shape and position of the vortices. Although
the coarser simulation does not evidence the secondary instability that leads
to breakdown of the vortices, it is up to this point a very good approximation
of the flow. It may be noted that the ninth-order results in figure 3.5 do not
appear to be converging to this same shape, and indeed that has been seen in
other simulations as the resolution is increased. It has been identified that this
is due to sensitivity to spurious perturbations, which it has previously been
noted can significantly alter the development of the flow.
3.3 ‘Error’ accumulation
3.3.1 LES and the ‘error’
With or without a subgrid model when simulating complex flows, and in par-
ticular transitional flows, there is a minimum resolution required to capture
the structure of the instabilities which drive these flows as has been seen ear-
lier in this chapter. Interpreting these physically requires understanding of
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(a) Highly resolved fine grid (b) Fine grid result superimposed on
coarse grid
Figure 3.6: Fine grid (400 cell) 5th-order WENO simulation compared to
coarse 80 cell
effective viscosity and damping. A better approach to appreciate the relation
between grid resolution and order of reconstruction is to view it numerically.
In a cell-averaged finite volume scheme the information is limited. Reducing
the number of cells or using a lower order reconstruction is a basic loss of infor-
mation. In this instance if the main vortices are not resolved, what begins as
a range of similar flows from one initial condition can diverge to significantly
different results in the later time development of the instability. In reality this
effect generally occurs on a much greater scale, any practical application of an
LES is not going to be able to afford the grid cells to fully resolve each spike.
Supposed ‘effective order of accuracy’ is not a sufficient measure when features
are severely under-resolved and the basic physics of the problem differs from
that expected.
At greater detail, there are secondary instabilities which will affect the overall
growth rate of the mixing region as the flow progresses. These appear to
be a new flow feature altogether, witnessed in the experiments but not so
often captured in any simulation at a useful resolution. These features change
the late-time behaviour, altering the growth rates. Taken from this point of
view the analysis would indicate that there is little difference between the
different methods and grids, all capturing the overall growth accurately within
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the experimental range of scatter. Without pursuing the simulations to very
late times, the differences so evident when the flow is visualised would not be
identified. This then is a human source of error combining with our basic level
of error. These transitional, inherently unstable flows are heavily reliant on
resolution of the driving features, which are often very small.
Another issue is that these features are often at low speed, and compress-
ible (Godunov-type) methods are well known for increasing ‘dissipation’ at
low Mach number. This is shown in the simple case of a single-mode Kelvin-
Helmholtz instability (Figure 3.7). The upper and lower boundaries are peri-
odic, pressure and density are initially constant throughout the flow and a ve-
locity of 0.5 m/s is applied vertically up in the left-hand half of the domain and
down in the right-hand half. This is a fundamental inviscid instability created
at shear layers where the simple action of fluids passing in opposing directions
causes the layer to roll up into a vortex. Excessive dissipation surpressing
such instabilities would make it effectively impossible to resolve certain flows,
particularly wall-bounded flows. However, the Mach number dependency can
be removed through consideration of the structure of the Godunov scheme,
allowing the compressible method to be used with confidence for a much wider
range of flows. It is worth noting again that without the high-order methods,
the vortex would be unresolved at this grid-level, and given the increasingly
common presumption in turbulence simulations that the spectrum be resolved
all the way to cut-off frequency, the number of cells required to capture this
instability is quite significant.
These are the errors that are in some part necessary, they are a function of
the solution approach and have to be understood in order to harness their
strengths as an approach to modelling.
3.3.2 Errors in Highly-Resolved Flow
Having considered the importance of methods being able to resolve certain
features in order to properly consider the flow to be physical, it is useful to
look at how higher-resolution methods can reveal problems previously unno-
ticed. Many of these could be considered human error, but it is still important
to recognise them as such. The single-mode Richtmyer-Meshkov problem is
surprisingly intractable as an initial condition when you remove the convenient
‘damping’ that can surpress small perturbations before they become genuine
instabilities. In particular, the ninth-order WENO method is quite capable
of delivering appreciable changes in result when provided with errors on the
level of the machine (for example 10−16). Often this is still insignificant, and
at times such behaviour is decidely beneficial when handling turbulent flows
- sensitivity being a key concept. However in the interests of assessing the
quality of LES problems, possible sources of error have to be addressed and,
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(a) Mach 0.2 (b) Mach 0.02
(c) Mach 0.2 + LM (d) Mach 0.02 + LM
Figure 3.7: 9th-order WENO 16x16 simulation of Kelvin Helmholtz at Mach
0.2 and 0.02 with and without low Mach number (LM) scaling correction
in the case of these methods, that extends right down to the smallest errors -
if only to discount them.
Figure 3.8 shows one example of how a small error in the initialisation of a well-
resolved (MUSCL 5th order) simulation can have an effect. Failing to align the
initial condition symmetrically with the grid creates ‘errors’ of the order 10−6
yet the consequences are clearly visible. It is perhaps easy when schemes tend
towards the dissipative, or subgrid models specify what the physical behaviour
at small scales is, to overlook the issue of sensitivity, and the importance of
intialising the correct problem. This is illustrated again in Figure 3.9 - the
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difference between an initially sharp interface and one which has diffused over
a number of cells. The experiment had some diffusion prior to the passage of
the shock. On the other hand, the small Kelvin-Helmholtz roll-ups are to be
expected in a high-Re (Re → ∞), inviscid simulation of this kind - provided
there is sufficient resolution to capture them. Running a lower-order scheme
with a sharp interface can give much the same result as the higher-order scheme
that is intially diffuse. Both can reasonably approximate the experiment, but
only one can be considered an accurate simulation of the problem.
Figure 3.8: Effect of misaligning initial condition with grid by 0.01% with
5th-order MUSCL
These smaller instabilities are not just a quirk of inviscid physics, it is possible
to make mistakes during the initialisation which produce more such artifacts,
yet they are indistinguishable from the physical features. Furthermore, repre-
senting the initial sinusoidal perturbation on a Cartesian grid provides seeding
points for such instabilities. Such factors can be improved upon by better re-
solving the initial condition, using a higher-order approximation. Figure 3.10
shows the effect of this on a relatively coarse grid (this also shows the effect
of the latest developments of the code in comparison with Fig. 3.4), but ulti-
mately the flow is absolutely unstable and the more that is resolved, the more
features appear. Identifying which are genuine and which erroneous can seem
unnecessary, but while they may not be fully controlled, they can be assessed.
To conclude, there are many potential sources for error in relatively simple
unstable problems, and through the nature of high-resolution methods these
cannot be ignored. Many are manifested in a physical sense, making it difficult
to separate them out from genuine instabilities and thus requiring great care
when setting up a simulation. Such resolution is, however, necessary in order
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(a) Diffuse initial interface (b) Sharp initial interface
Figure 3.9: Effect of initialising interface over finite region
(a) Standard initialisation (b) Well-resolved initialisation
Figure 3.10: Using a cell-averaged approximation to the initial condition vs.
resolving the initial condition on 10,000 ‘sub-cells’.
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to avoid the greater risk of ‘error’ posed by failing to resolve sufficient details
of the flow.
3.4 Growth and theoretical models
As mentioned previously, the growth rates seen in all the simulations are very
similar. Figure 3.11 shows the non-dimensionalised plot of amplitude - de-
fined as half the vertical distance from bubble to spike tip using the 0.1/0.9
volume fraction contours - over time. In line with the work done by Jacobs
we non-dimensionalise the time by the initial growth rate V0 and both ampli-
tude and time by the wavenumber k. The points represent the experimental
measurements taken from Jacobs’ paper and the lines show the results of the
simulations for all resolutions and schemes presented in fig. 3.4. It is expected
that if the simulations were extended to much later time there would be in-
creasing deviation as the non-linearity of the growth becomes dominated by
the turbulent mixing - a phenomenon not captured at the lower-resolutions.
Work has been done recently to further examine the factors affecting the
growth of the instability to later times for comparison with theoretical models.
In the experimental work [41], the authors try to fit several established models
[97, 98] to their late-time measurements after earlier experiments [42, 62] did
not provide sufficient data to be conclusive. The theoretical models consid-
ered show occasional passing similarity to observed results, but only one seems
to show credible form - the vortex method proposed by Jacobs and Sheeley.
The theory merely assumes the flow can be represented as a series of discrete
vortices of alternating sign, and calculates the resulting velocity at spike and
bubble tips using potential theory. Our own simulations show that these dis-
crete vortices are in evidence after relatively short times and do seem to drive
the flow. This suggests that this is a reasonable approach, and is in keep-
ing with the earlier suggestion that the instability is rooted in the baroclinic
vorticity production term in the inviscid vorticity equation. The theory is ex-
tended in more recent work [54] and also considered in the three-dimensional
case [9] which has not been simulated in depth in here. A potential flow model
was created to observe the development of line of vortices varying sinusoidally
in strength. While limited in scope and unable to account for finite Atwood
number it did yield a credible representation of the large-scale vortex forma-
tion associated with Richtmyer-Meshkov instabilities. A more sophisticated
model along the lines developed elsewhere [25] may prove more useful however
the preliminary results pointed to the possibility of initialising the LES with
potential flow. To test this theory further a new set of simulations were set
up. In order to simplify the flow and allow better comparison between the
simulations and the theory, a new initial condition was devised.
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Figure 3.11: Growth of instability, as predicted by different methods (lines),
compared to experimental measurements (circles relate to equivalent problem,
triangles to a weaker shock case), non-dimensionalised
Based on the assumption that the Richtmyer-Meshkov flow develops from the
deposited vorticity on the interface due to the mis-aligned pressure and den-
sity gradients as the shock wave passes through the interface, an initial velocity
perturbation was calculated from an arbitrary series of discrete vortices vary-
ing sinusoidally in strength analogous to the potential flow model. This could
then be applied to an initially flat interface, removing ambiguities caused by
differing initial amplitude between experiments, simulations and theory. It
also removes the need for a shock wave, and the subsequent estimations of
post-shock amplitude and Atwood number, any considerations of drift veloc-
ity or reflected waves and spurious oscillations. Furthermore this method is
decoupled from the simulation itself such that the theoretical ‘zero-Atwood
No.’ case can be simulated. Working from the assumption of similarity pro-
vided by the non-dimensionalisations, we need only extract the peak velocity
in this imposed perturbation to know the initial growth rate and it can then be
applied to a range of flows in the knowledge that the Atwood No. is absolutely
the only variable.
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Before looking at the results of these simulations we shall look further at the
vortex model proposed by Likhachev and Jacobs. Earlier work had identified
that the simple form for the amplitude based on equally spaced alternating
vortices,
A = sinh−1(T ) ,
where A is the non-dimensional amplitude and T the non-dimensional time,
appeared to represent the shape of the growth observed in experiments. They
extended this to an infinite row of vortices displaced by ± to represent the
effect of finite Atwood number. This equation is somewhat more complex, the
non-dimensional spike (B+) and bubble (B−) interface positions relative to the
vortex line being defined by
dB±
dT
= ± cos 
cosh B± ∓ sin  −
1
2
tan  ,
with the absolute position then being given by
A± = |B±| ± 1
2
tan()T .
This can be solved implicitly, or simply integrated numerically as done for this
research. The equation yields two parameters to be determined, the displace-
ment  and the vortex strength γ which is hidden in the non-dimensionalisation
of time. Based in part on the earlier work the value γ = pi
2
had been observed
to give a good fit with results without any real theoretical basis provided. As
it will impact on later discussion it is appropriate to offer an explanation for
this value here.
First we consider the semi-infinite row of alternating vortices extending in non-
dimensional space to one side of a given spike or bubble. For zero Atwood No.
the two are interchangeable. If we allow each discrete vortex to have vorticity
Ωd then the velocity induced at any point by a given vortex is V =
Ωd
r
where
r is the distance from the vortex. Looking at the point where the tip of the
spike/bubble would be we can see the first vortex is at r = pi
2
and the velocity
induced by the entire series at the tip can be expressed as
Vi =
Ωd
pi/2
(1− 1/3 + 1/5− 1/7 + 1/9...) ,
to infinity. The infinite series has a well-known value, pi
4
, which enables us
to considerably simplify the expression. Now taking into account the second
semi-infinite series extending from the other side of the spike we get the non-
dimensional expression for total initial spike velocity,
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Vs = Ωd .
Substituting circulation for vorticity, as Ω = Γ
2pi
, and taking the estimation
for circulation made by Jacobs and Sheeley [42], Γ = 4γVs, we can extract an
expression for γ,
Γ = 2piΩd = 2piVs = 4γVs ,
γ =
pi
2
,
which is as expected. It is clear from this derivation that the extension to
displaced vortices and the introduction of  also requires a reassessment of the
strength of the vortices represented in γ as the semi-infinite series will no longer
be so easily formulated and will appear differently to spikes and bubbles.
Before considering this, we shall look at the simple case of zero Atwood No.
Fig 3.12 shows the development over a long period of time of the volume
fraction in the latest simulations using a reasonably well-resolved grid and
fifth-order MUSCL scheme with the velocity perturbation initialisation. In
this case as the two fluids are identical the volume fraction merely acts as a
colour function. The grid used is well-resolved in the central section where the
instability develops but coarsens towards the ends of the ‘shock tube’ resulting
in spurious features at later time.
We can see the expected symmetric vortex roll-up with bubble and spike in-
distinguishable from each other as the vortices grow and become fully mixed.
From this view the vortex model would seem very sensible, and this proves
to be the case. Figure 3.13 shows the growth of the bubble, spike and over-
all amplitude over time. There is a slight discrepancy between these lines of
the order of a grid cell most likely generated in the output rather than the
flow itself. They are essentially the same, as expected. The vortex model with
 = 0 is also shown, assuming γ = pi
2
. Naturally both bubble and spike give the
same results, which follows the simulated flow very well over this long period.
Also shown is the zero-Atwood No. case for the Sadot model - an empirical
equation acknowledged to be one of the best fits for available data thus far and
sharing some similar terms with the vortex model. In non-dimensional form it
simplifies in the case to
a˜ =
1
2
[
ln(t˜2 + t˜ + 1) +
2√
3
tan−1
(
1 + 2t˜√
3
)]
.
The late time behaviour seems to be captured well for this fundamental case by
these equations, something which is not true of the bulk of theoretical models.
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Figure 3.12: Volume fraction plots of zero Atwood number (single-fluid)
Richtmyer-Meshkov corresponding to non-dimensional time ≈ 0− 80
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Figure 3.13: Simulated growth of instability amplitude (expressed as the mean
of the individual bubble and spike amplitudes) at zero Atwood No. compared
to models using the non-dimensionalisation where k is wavenumber and V0 is
initial growth rate
It is reassuring that the evolution of a vortex row can be simulated and mod-
elled to such late times however this is not in itself a validation of this approach
for true Richtmyer-Meshkov Instabilities and does not answer the challenge of
finite Atwood No. Returning to the previous work simulating the high Atwood
number case, the velocity perturbation method was applied to fluids of differ-
ing density to compare with experiment and previous simulation. The flow is
visualised in Fig. 3.14 to later times. The early development does look very
much like that seen in previous ‘authentic’ simulations.
This simulation is not run as late as the zero-Atwood No. case for the obvious
reason that the domain would need to be much larger. A jet of fluid can
be seen ejected from the tip of the spike as it reaches the coarser part of
the grid. Because of this the overall growth results for late time should be
viewed sceptically as the vortex pair can be seen to become fairly stationary in
comparison. In any event the models fail to agree well in the early development
making an accurate assessment of the late-time behaviour a moot point at
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Figure 3.14: Volume fraction plots of Atwood No. of 0.692 over non-
dimensional time ≈ 0 − 50 : SF6 is at bottom(in blue), Air is at top (in
red)
present. The growth compared to the experimental results in Fig. 3.15 shows
the simulation is physical in the region of interest but further work would need
to be done to gain confidence in the late time results.
Although the vortex model has not been designed for high Atwood number
cases it is possible that it could work in principle, should the vortices be shown
to still drive the flow. One thing of note is that the bubble has not been seen
to stagnate at any point, unlike the prediction of the vortex model, however
the shape of the equation is still promising and it may simply require further
consideration. This is illustrated with the final case of low Atwood number
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Figure 3.15: Simulated growth of instability at Atwood No. of 0.692 compared
to experiments at different wavelengths
flow. Using the same setup as previously and taking the Atwood No. of 0.155
as in the original experiments on which the vortex model was created the flow
was simulated as shown in Fig. 3.16.
A similar flow to the zero-Atwood No. case is seen initially, before the spike
starts to grow in preference and the flow becomes more complex. Again there
is strong mixing in the vortices. The late time behaviour here is somewhat
unexpected as well, with a pair of counter-rotating vortices forming and the
flow being pushed back towards the bubble (Fig. 3.17). Again it is unclear
whether this is physical or an effect of the grid. It is also possible there
are weak acoustic waves travelling through the domain which have not been
entirely eliminated. The earlier times are well-behaved and as can be seen in
Fig. 3.18 the features follow the experimental results well.
There is a fair degree of spread within the experimental results, which has
previously led to the observation that some theoretical and empirical models
seem to capture the correct behaviour. In comparison with the simulated
results to later times this is not the case. The vortex model is presented
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Figure 3.16: Volume fraction plots of Atwood No. of 0.155 over non-
dimensional time ≈ 0− 80 SF6 is at bottom(in blue), Air is at top (in red)
with a finite value of  and adjusted time scaling to allow for different γ as
suggested earlier. This does give some room to fit the curves but no clear
basis for determining these parameters has yet been found. There is a third
consideration, in that a finite time must pass for the centre of vorticity to move
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Figure 3.17: Volume fraction plots of Atwood No. of 0.155 at late time
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Figure 3.18: Simulated growth of instability at Atwood No. of 0.155 compared
to experiment and models
from the initial points equidistant between spike and bubble to their displaced
positions. It is difficult to identify the core so precisely from the simulations as
to be able to confirm what the correct value for  might be, and the adjusting
of the strength is only approximate based on that displacement. It is difficult
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to know at this point whether further work on the sophistication of this model
will make it more credible but it would appear worth pursuing. It should also
be noted that the overall amplitude predicted tends to be very good as the
discrepancies in bubble and spike calculations are well-matched.
3.5 Conclusions
It has been seen that simulating the single-mode Richtmyer-Meshkov Instabil-
ity is by no means simple. There are many factors to be taken in to account to
accurately model the experiment, however the large-scale behaviour is well cap-
tured. The higher-order methods again prove their worth in resolving small-
scale detail, though whether it is physical is harder to say. The theoretical
growth models do not relate well to the simulated results, particularly at later
times, although the Vortex Model appears to have potential.
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4
Homogeneous Decaying Turbulence
4.1 Background
Turbulence remains the greatest challenge in fluid modelling. While stable and
accurate capturing of shocks and interfaces is important for the development of
mixing, most practical applications will involve low mach number turbulence
and so it is important to test the Godunov method in this respect. Simulating
the decay of a homogenous cube of turbulent flow is a classic test case and ap-
propriate progression into three-dimensional problems. Much work has been
done both experimentally and with Direct Numerical Simulation on such cases
[64], against the various theories that have been developed regarding turbu-
lence - notably the well-established work of Kolmogorov [49, 50]. Results have
been mixed, with no real consensus on many key parameters. It is instruc-
tive therefore to see where ILES falls within the range for a number of these
measures of flow, however the main concern as ever is to compare the different
methods of reconstruction within the code.
4.2 Turbulence and initialisation
It has never been easy to classify turbulent flow, often it is said we know it
when we see it. What we see then is a mass of chaotic eddies of magnificent
complexity. The ways to measure and assess the characteristics of such a flow
will be presented in the next section but it is first necessary to consider how
to initialise an ideal case with no natural transition from laminar flow.
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It is prudent to take advantage of work already done [80] and use the same
method established in other simulations to facilitate comparison of the results.
In this case the method used was derived by Youngs [93, 94]. As we are
using a compressible code we need to consider this in the initialisation. By
constructing the velocity components from a vector potential,
U = ∇× A ,
we guarantee the initial field is non-divergent. The amplitude and phases of
the vector potential are set with a Gaussian distribution and scaled such that
the mean turbulent kinetic energy is 0.5 and the inital mean turbulent Mach
number is 0.1. This does not guarantee the flow will remain incompressible
however the previous work [80] has shown that the compressible effects are
negligible.
The initial kinetic energy spectrum is given by
E(k) = u′2
k4
k4p
√
8
k2ppi
e
−2( k
kp
)2
,
as explained in [78], where k is the wavenumber and kp defines the peak in the
energy spectrum. To maintain comparability with the previous work kp = 4.
4.3 Measuring turbulence
There are a number of quantities we can extract from turbulent flow for which
theories have been put forth. For some there is no definite agreement and
they only give a general indication as to whether a given flow is homogeneous
and turbulent. Others allow a simple comparison between the methods to see
which is resolving more of the flow. This test case has been run on 4 mesh
resolutions: 323, 643, 1283 and 2563. The simulations have also been carried
out using the Minmod (MM) and van Leer (VL) second order limiters, along
with the fifth order MUSCL (M5) and the WENO fifth (W5) and WENO ninth
(W9) order reconstructions. The domain size remains fixed at a 1m cube and
a non-dimensional time of t = 5 was reached to allow adequate statistics to be
taken. This is approximately 8 eddy turnover times.
4.3.1 Isotropy
The first thing to assess is the claim of isotropy. This is one of the assumptions
of turbulence theory and if not met then the subsequent analysis will be flawed.
By using the longitudinal and transverse energy spectra to calculate separate
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Figure 4.1: Isosurfaces of vorticity in the 256 cube at early times
estimates of the integral length for a given direction and then comparing the
results, a measure of the level of isotropy can be achieved. These two measures
of integral length are given by
L1 =
pi
u2rms
E11(k = 0) ,
L1 =
2pi
u2rms
E22(k = 0) ,
where
E11(k1) =
1
pi
〈u21〉
∫
∞
0
dx1f(x1)cosk1x1 ,
E22(k1) =
1
pi
〈u21〉
∫
∞
0
dx1g(x1)cosk1x1 ,
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and f and g are the longitudinal and lateral second-order correlation functions
respectively. A study of the numbers show that while all the simulations
begin as essentially isotropic, anisotropy grows with time. This is particularly
noticeable on the coarsest grid which had as much as a 30% difference in
the two integral length scales. This rapidly improved to within 10% on finer
grids. The main exception is the ninth-order WENO which maintained good
isotropy on the coarser grids but became marginally worse on the finer grids.
This would indicate that the subsequent results may not fit the theory too
well.
4.3.2 The Decay of Kinetic Energy
The significance of turbulence in Large-Eddy Simulations is the transfer and
dissipation of energy. Figures 4.2 and 4.3 show the decay of kinetic energy over
time for each cube resolution comparing the different reconstruction methods.
Physically there is a period of early time while the initialised flow breaks down
into smaller vortices during which no energy is lost. Once features reach the
size of the sub-grid scale the energy starts to be dissipated. Using DNS would
require this scale to be comparable with the smallest physical scales of tur-
bulence, the Kolmogorov lengthscale, however LES assumes that these small
scales do not affect the larger motions so long as the energy is removed ap-
propriately from the system. The figures show quite clearly that increasing
the grid resolution extends the period before that smallest resolved scale is
reached as expected. There is also a clear trend with order of reconstruction -
the higher order methods resolving more on the coarser grids than the tradi-
tional second-order methods. This difference is illustrated in figure 4.4 where
more energy is maintained for longer in the ninth-order WENO simulation of
the 64 cube than in the second-order minmod simulation of the 256 cube. By
this measure better resolution can be achieved with the higher-order method
at a fraction of the cost. It can also be seen that the form of the decay is
comparable.
It is commonly assumed that the decay of energy can be written as a power
law,
K.E. = A(t− t0)−p ,
where A and t0 are constants and p is the determining exponent. The figures
shown do not appear to fit this trend at higher resolution however we can still
determine an approximate value for the decay exponent p. There is a good
deal of uncertainty regarding the constants in the expression and so a non-
linear regression script in Mathematica has been used to try and fit the data
over the appropriate range where the turbulence has been established. The
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results are shown in Table 4.1. There is no fixed value from theory although
it is expected to be in the region of p ≈ 1.2− 1.4. Experiments on turbulence
in wind tunnels has measured decay exponents p ≈ 1.2− 1.3. Based on this it
is fair to say that the 128 and 256 grids produce very convincing results, with
no great difference between the reconstruction methods. At the coarsest grid
the more dissipative methods have a notably greater decay rate as expected,
however all the results lie in the physically realistic range.
Resolution MM VL M5 W5 W9
32 1.78 1.58 1.62 1.50 1.44
64 1.37 1.42 1.46 1.03 1.01
128 1.20 1.13 1.18 1.27 1.23
256 1.25 1.17 1.29 1.17 1.21
Table 4.1: Estimate of exponent p in decay of kinetic energy for all simulations
A closely linked quantity to the energy decay is the enstrophy. As the initial
flow field breaks down into smaller and smaller vortices the enstrophy increases
until the critical point where dissipation begins to dominate. All but the
coarsest simulations exhibit this peak (Figs. 4.5 & 4.6) which corresponds to
the commencement of decay in the previous figures. Again there is a clear
trend in method of reconstruction which can be made analogous to increasing
grid resolution. The less dissipative (higher-order) schemes have a greater peak
enstrophy before losing energy. It is to be expected that the entropy calculated
will increase as the grid resolution increases and smaller scales are captured.
This can be seen in figure 4.7 for the ninth order WENO reconstruction.
4.3.3 Energy Spectra
Taking the analysis a step further, it is worth looking at the kinetic energy
spectra. This is where Kolmogorov formalised the concept of an energy cascade
proportional to k−5/3. We define the three dimensional energy spectrum as
E(k) = 2pik2φii(k) ,
where
φij(k) =
1
(2pi)3
∫
∞
−∞
Qij(r)e
−ikrdr ,
and Qij is the second order velocity correlation tensor. The energy spectra
for each simulation at late time are shown in figures 4.8 & 4.9. Previous work
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did not correct for the low mach number effects, resulting in a severe drop-
off at high wavenumbers which is now significantly changed. As expected the
amount of energy in the smallest scales (high K) increases with increasing order
of reconstruction. However the WENO methods do not show a simple cascade,
particularly on the coarser grids. Instead energy drops off sharply while piling
up at the smallest scales. The MUSCL methods are all largely well-behaved
and are arguably following a trend in the region of k−5/3 over much of the
range, though rarely matching it exactly. Figure 4.10 shows a comparison of
the two fifth order methods on the 256 cube which actually shows a better
agreement with theory from the WENO method up to the kink which seems
prevalent on all grids and for all times after the cascade is established. This
is a difficult case to draw too many conclusions from this quantity as it is
the large scales we are ultimately interested in, however it does offer a way of
looking at how the energy is distributed within the flow.
These figures do however suggest a very significant consideration, that in cer-
tain cases the high-order methods have insufficient dissipation. This would
seem to indicate that there is an optimal order of accuracy for the reconstruc-
tion and that it is possible to go too far in trying to reduce dissipation. More
concerning is the implication that the level of dissipation is not fixed for a given
method, and that a scheme which is overly dissipative in solving one problem
may not dissipate enough energy in another. This may in fact point towards
a different cause. The excessive energy at high wave numbers only appeared
when the higher-order methods were run in conjunction with the low mach
number correction. The turbulent cube only contains low mach number flow,
for which the correction provides a near average of the left and right states.
This reduces the role of the reconstruction and the Riemann solver, making it
difficult to provide a mechanism for dissipating the energy a the small scales.
The low mach theory is incomplete for the higher-order methods, and it may
be that this is an area which needs to be developed to address these results.
4.3.4 The Structure of Turbulence
There are certain characteristics of turbulent flow that can be observed. To
illustrate this, two-dimensional cross-sections of the vorticity distribution have
been plotted for each case. Figure 4.11 shows the results at early time for
the 32 cube. The red areas show regions of high vorticity as the vortex tubes
intersect the plane, while the blue areas have very little vorticity. Although
not much time has elapsed from the initial condition, the difference in both
the magnitude and occurence of vorticity between the different reconstruction
methods is clearly visible. Increasing the grid resolution (Figs. 4.12, 4.13)
allows for greater detail and smaller, more concentrated vortices. It is inter-
esting to note that the fifth-order WENO scheme is more visibly comparable
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to the ninth-order WENO than the fifth-order MUSCL, while the two MUSCL
schemes represented share similarities. At the finest resolution (Fig. 4.14) this
distinction disappears as the ninth-order WENO has substantially larger peak
values of vorticity than the other methods. Nonetheless the pattern is compa-
rable when one considers the sparse regions on each plot, one of the properties
of turbulence.
Velocity correlations are commonly used to statistically determine if a flow is
turbulent. Although intialised with a Gaussian distribution it is expected that
the third-order correlation, or skewness, will fall to approximately −0.33 and
the fourth-order correlation (kurtosis) will reach about 4. The correlations are
defined as
Sn = (−1)n 〈(∂u/∂x)
n〉
〈(∂u/∂x)2〉n/2
There is no absolute agreement on what these values should be for turbulent
flow. DNS simulations have consistently produced higher results than other
sources, with S3 ≈ −0.5 and S4 ≈ 6. Conventional LES has produced results
with typically S3 ≈ −0.4 and S4 ≈ 3 − 4 while experiments have a similar
range but tend to measure S3 ≈ 0.34. The results for the current simulations
are shown in Table 4.2 for the third order function and Table 4.3 for the fourth
order function. There is a steady trend as the grid size is increased as both
values grow, indicating more developed turbulence. There is little difference
between the reconstruction methods except for the ninth-order WENO which
is always significantly lower than the other methods. While not following any
obvious explanation, it is not unexpected given the discrepancies seen with
this method in the energy spectra and measurement of isotropy. It would
be reasonable to surmise this is not proper turbulence, however the decay of
energy and enstrophy fit the expected pattern very well in comparison to the
other methods. What may be being seen is the insensitivity to small scale
details of the overall flow.
Resolution MM VL M5 W5 W9
32 −0.26 −0.24 −0.23 −0.20 −0.17
64 −0.28 −0.29 −0.28 −0.29 −0.20
128 −0.30 −0.32 −0.30 −0.32 −0.24
256 −0.33 −0.31 −0.31 −0.32 −0.26
Table 4.2: Estimate of third order structure function for all simulations
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Resolution MM VL M5 W5 W9
32 3.17 3.25 3.18 3.17 3.10
64 3.44 3.48 3.45 3.52 3.30
128 3.66 3.66 3.71 3.71 3.48
256 4.03 4.04 4.08 4.04 3.82
Table 4.3: Estimate of fourth order structure function for all simulations
4.4 Conclusion
While quantifying turbulence is difficult, there is clear indication that ILES can
capture the essential physics. Good agreement with experiment and other con-
ventional simulations on the kinetic energy decay rate and structure functions
support this view. The energy spectra present a mixed picture of the distri-
bution of energy but are notable for a lack of any drop-off at high wavenum-
bers. They do raise issues concerning the importance of correctly capturing
the energy cascade for simulating the large-scale motion. The development of
enstrophy and overall dissipation of energy over time show clear trends that
support the notion of higher-order methods resolving features ordinarily only
captured on finer grids.
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Figure 4.2: Comparison of decay of kinetic energy for 32 and 64 cubes with
varying reconstruction method
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of decay of kinetic energy for 128 and 256 cubes with
varying reconstruction method
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of decay of kinetic energy between low and high order
methods
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Figure 4.5: Comparison of development of enstrophy for 32 and 64 cubes with
varying reconstruction method
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of development of enstrophy for 128 and 256 cubes
with varying reconstruction method
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Figure 4.7: Comparison of development of enstrophy for ninth order WENO
on all grids
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Figure 4.8: Comparison of kinetic energy spectra for 32 and 64 cubes with
varying reconstruction method
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Figure 4.9: Comparison of kinetic energy spectra for 128 and 256 cubes with
varying reconstruction method
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Figure 4.10: Comparison of kinetic energy spectra for fifth order methods on
256 cube
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(a) VL (b) M5
(c) W5 (d) W9
Figure 4.11: Cross-section of cube showing vorticity for 32 grid with different
reconstruction methods
Vorticity Magnitude: 0 1 2 3 4 4.21295
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(a) VL (b) M5
(c) W5 (d) W9
Figure 4.12: Cross-section of cube showing vorticity for 64 grid with different
reconstruction methods
Vorticity Magnitude: 0 4 8 12 16 16.2129
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(a) VL (b) M5
(c) W5 (d) W9
Figure 4.13: Cross-section of cube showing vorticity for 128 grid with different
reconstruction methods
Vorticity Magnitude: 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44
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(a) VL (b) M5
(c) W5 (d) W9
Figure 4.14: Cross-section of cube showing vorticity for 256 grid with different
reconstruction methods
Vorticity Magnitude: 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44
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5
Three-dimensional Multi-mode
Richtmyer-Meshkov Instability
5.1 Introduction
In practical application the Richtmyer-Meshkov instability has multiple modes
generated from a random perturbation of the given interface. These modes
grow at different rates before breaking down into a turbulent mixing zone.
Successful simulation of such problems requires good capturing of the smaller
modes to resolve the growth of the mixing region correctly, as well as being
able to simulate the resulting turbulent flow. In some cases the shock wave
is reflected to ‘reshock’ the flow, creating even more complexity and requiring
good shock-capturing. The first section considers essentially planar problems
with random small-scale perturbations, while the second section looks in more
detail at simulating problems with an imposed large-scale ‘perturbation’.
5.2 Planar RMI
The simulations in this chapter make use of a random small-scale perturba-
tion on the interface to generate multiple modes for the Richtmyer-Meshkov
instability. Further details can be found in work by Thornber [78, 79]. Modes
are excited in accordance with a power spectrum inversely proportional to the
square of the wavenumber using a method devised by Youngs [95]. While this
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offers a convenient level of realism in modelling experimental flows it was orig-
inally developed to consider as the sole source of instability in an idealised
planar case.
5.2.1 Group work
(a) Original WENO (b) Modified WENO
Figure 5.1: Isosurfaces of volume fraction after development of the multi-mode
planar Richtmyer-Meshkov instability for the original and modified WENO
9th-order scheme
Much work has been carried out elsewhere in the group on the basic planar
multi-mode Richtmyer-Meshkov problem to consider the effect of the initial
condition. It has not been investigated fully in the context of the present
research, however some simulations have been run which demonstrate the de-
velopments implemented in the WENO reconstruction of the code. Figure 5.1
shows the development of the flow some time after the shock has passed for the
original WENO implementation. Individual ‘mushrooms’ can be seen growing
from the initial interface from the dominant modes as seen in the single-mode
simulations. The figure also shows the same point in time for the simulation
with the modified WENO reconstruction. Rather than long, thin spikes there
is more development in the vortices and the flow in the turbulent region is
visibly more mixed with greater fine-scale detail.
It is difficult to draw too many conclusions on the physical reality from such
representations although it is something of a truism that resolving more small
scales is the ambition of any Large-Eddy simulation. We can instead look
a bit more at the statistics of the flow in line with what was done in the
simulations of decaying turbulence. Figure 5.2 shows the later time spectra
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Figure 5.2: Development of the energy spectrum (m3s−2) against K (m−1)
over time for the multi-mode planar Richtmyer-Meshkov instability with the
improved WENO 9th-order scheme set against the k5/3 line
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of energy spectrum (m3s−2) against K (m−1) for orig-
inal and improved WENO 9th-order schemes at a given time for the original
planar multi-mode case
the kinetic energy with it clearly falling into a strong cascade as expected in
theory. Indeed this is a stronger case in some respects for assessing turbulent
behaviour and none of the undesired behaviour seen in the decaying turbulence
results can be found here. The comparison between the original and improved
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WENO reconstructions is visible in figure 5.3, confirming that the improved
scheme redistributes more energy to the smaller scales in what appears to be
a physical manner in comparison with Kolmogorov theory.
5.2.2 The experiments of Vetter and Sturtevant
(a) Large initial amplitude
(b) Small initial amplitude
Figure 5.4: Isosurfaces of volume fraction after development of the Richtmyer-
Meshkov problem of Vetter and Sturtevant for differing initial perturbation
(dimensions in metres)
Finally the development of the energy spectra after the reshock (Fig. 5.6)
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Figure 5.5: Growth of the mixing layer in Richtmyer-Meshkov problem of
Vetter and Sturtevant for large initial perturbation (Amplitude (m), Time (s))
shows similar behaviour to that seen previously. The flow has developed iden-
tifiable turbulent properties.
While a useful test case for simulations, the previous problem did not allow
for any real experimental validation. This is a standing difficulty as little ex-
perimental work has been carried out to the requisite standard to be of use in
multi-mode simulation. One such experiment which has attracted a number
of simulated comparisons [38, 11] is the work of Vetter and Sturtevant [88].
Unfortunately the bulk of their work involved a set up in which the mem-
branes maintaining the interface prior to the arrival of the shock disrupted
the resulting flow, typically supressing growth of instabilities. There appear to
have been a number of simulations which do not allow for this and yet claim
good results - an indication of the excess level of dissipation present in many
codes. In this experiment, the membrane was held in place by a fine wire grid.
It is generally assumed that the grid size determines the small-scale perturba-
tions, but that there is also a larger-scale deflection of the grid which ought be
considered. These details are important as they significantly affect the result.
Assuming the real perturbation to be too small to resolve, previous simula-
tions have approximated the problem with larger perturbations. The results
of this using our code are shown in Figure 5.4. The inital interface is shown
along with the flow shortly after the reflected shock has passed through. The
impact of considering a more realistic perturbation size is clear and illustrates
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Figure 5.6: Development of energy spectrum (m3s−2) against K (m−1) after
reshock in Richtmyer-Meshkov problem of Vetter and Sturtevant against the
k5/3 line
the importance of correctly capturing the details of any given experiment in
validation work.
There was one experiment carried out with a different rearrangement of the
membrane to effectively remove it as a consideration. What the few results re-
ported show is a significant difference to the other experiments. While the im-
ages are not terribly clear, the reported growth of the mixing layer is available
for before and after the ‘reshock’. The comparison with simulation is shown
in figure 5.5. Typically there is little correlation expected prior to reshock,
however if the initial perturbation is resolved correctly at a small enough scale
there is no obvious reason this cannot be simulated accurately. Although the
data is sparse, the growth rates appear comparable and further work on the
initial amplitude of the perturbation ought improve the correlation.
5.3 Large-scale Perturbation
It is of interest to properly investigate how the addition of a large-scale feature
to the multi-mode problem affects the flow, and there is good experimental
work and other simulations to compare results with.
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5.3.1 Double-bump
(a) Experimental (0.5ms) (b) Simulation
Figure 5.7: Initial condition for the ‘double-bump’ problem
This case is based on experimental work [40] carried out at the Atomic Weapons
Establishment (AWE). The ‘double-bump’ initial condition (Fig. 5.7) consists
of a slab of SF6 with air either side. The shock passes from left to right in
the figure before reflecting off the end wall and returning through the SF6
region. Both interfaces have a small-scale random perturbation in line with
that used in the planar multi-mode problems, while the right-hand interface
has two bumps as shown.
(a) 3D averaged 2ms (b) 3D averaged 4ms
Figure 5.8: Averaged 3D simulation 160x80x40 for the ‘double-bump’ problem
Two-dimensional simulations carried out on a number of different grids have
been compared to experiment in figure 5.9. The salient features of this flow
are the two inverted ‘bumps’ which become large recirculation regions and the
central jet which is ejected from the flow. These figures are not all at the exact
same time, accounting for slight discrepancies, but the effect of improving grid
resolution is clear. The turbulent regions are more developed and well mixed
- mixing is typically the property of interest in these problems.
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(a) Experimental 2ms (b) Experimental 4ms
(c) 80x40 2ms (d) 80x40 4ms
(e) 160x80 2ms (f) 160x80 4ms
(g) 320x160 2ms (h) 320x160 4ms
Figure 5.9: Density comparison of different grid resolutions at approximate
times for ninth-order WENO simulation with experiment
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Figure 5.10: Three-dimensional representation of development of flow density
in ‘double-bump’ problem
Turbulence only exists in three-dimensions so it is necessary to simulate the
third dimension to get a physical measure of the mixing region (Fig. 5.8). The
two-dimensional simulations are appreciably asymmetric, however looking at
the region of 3D flow, the results are symmetric on average. Figure 5.10 gives
an indication of how the random perturbations manifest themselves across the
third dimension. This problem has been considered more thoroughly in [31];
the same methodology applies to the second case-study, the ‘inverse-chevron’,
which is discussed in more detail here.
5.3.2 Inverse Chevron
(a) Experimental (b) Simulation
Figure 5.11: Initial condition for the ‘inverse-chevron’ problem
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(a) Experimental 0.5ms
Density (Kg/m3): 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
(b) Simulation 0.5ms
(c) Experimental 1.9ms (d) Simulation 1.9ms
(e) Experimental 2.7ms (f) Simulation 2.7ms
(g) Experimental 4.0ms (h) Simulation 4.0ms
Figure 5.12: Development of density of experiment and ninth-order WENO
simulation
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The most recent work on the multi-mode problems using the latest code de-
velopments involves the ‘inverse chevron’ perturbation (Fig. 5.11). The ex-
perimental set-up is the same as for the double-bump, but with the chevron
replacing the two bumps as the large-scale feature.
The development of the flow is shown in detail in figure 5.12 for the exper-
iment alongside two-dimensional slices of the most-resolved simulation. The
experimental pictures are taken with a laser sheet and are subject to scatter-
ing which gives a partially averaged view through the depth of the domain.
The most notable feature of this flow is the central jet accelerated towards the
end wall. There are also two main ‘bubbles’ identifiable at either side. These
features shall form the basis for visual comparison.
Besides direct comparison with the experiment, this work was intended to be
an inter-code validation. The results presented here include TURMOIL, a
semi-lagrangian code, provided by AWE [94]. There will also be comparison
with results from Bates [4]. Figure 5.13 shows the plot of density at the point
where the reflected shock is passing back through the SF6 region. The first
requirement of the simulations is to correctly place the shock, and this has
been achieved. Further qualitative comparison is provided in figure 5.14 where
contour bands of the volume fraction of SF6 have been visualised at the end
of the simulation showing the same general flow structure.
(a) CNS3D (b) Turmoil
Figure 5.13: Comparison of density at 1.9ms between codes
A more interesting quantity to consider is the turbulent kinetic energy. The
distribution of this shown in figure 5.15 for our code shows how the activity
is concentrated in the two side bubbles and the jet. Comparing this with
TURMOIL results (Fig. 5.16) shows a similar pattern, though the position
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(a) CNS3D (b) Turmoil
Figure 5.14: Comparison of volume fraction of SF6 at 4ms between codes :
with 0.1, 0.5 and 0.9 contours
within the side vortices where the turbulent energy is most concentrated is
notably different. This may lead to differences in development of the flow at
even later times however it may prove to be not significant as the TURMOIL
code is known to over-estimate turbulent kinetic energy when under-resolved.
Figure 5.15: Distribution of turbulent kinetic energy in CNS3D simulation at
4ms
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(a) CNS3D (b) Turmoil
Figure 5.16: Comparison of turbulent kinetic energy at 4ms between codes :
with 25, 50, 100, 200 kgm2s−2 contours
It is desirable to gain a more quantitative comparison of how the codes com-
pare. Figure 5.17 shows the growth of the features identified earlier in com-
parison with the experiment for the three codes discussed. The jet position
represents the distance from the end-wall, and as such decreases until the point
where the jet impinges on the wall. The jet width meanwhile slowly increases
until that point where it spreads rapidly along the end-wall. The bubble po-
sition is harder to capture and is taken as an average of the two bubbles.
All the simulations provide similar results, although there are spurious points
picked up by the output algorithm in CNS3D. There is some distinct deviation
from the experimental results however this is to be expected as these results
are simply measured off the photographs which struggle to show full intensity
near the wall and do not adhere to strict contour levels for measurement.
As stated previously, mixing is the fundamental consideration for much of this
work. The measured mixing parameter is given by
M =
∫
ρ2m1m2dV,
where m1, m2 are the mass fractions of SF6 and air respectively, ρ is the total
density and the product is integrated over the whole volume. This paramter
is plotted for each code (Fig. 5.18). The passage of the shock is visible as
sudden jumps in the level of mixing. There are two interesting points to note
from this figure. Most importantly is that the level of mixing at the end
of the simulation is essentially identical for all three codes. This indicates
they are all capturing the essential large-scale flow well-enough in comparison
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Figure 5.17: Development of feature positions over time for different codes
to each other. The other point to note is the early stages where the finite-
volume codes exhibit greater mixing due to numerical diffusion than the semi-
lagrangian TURMOIL. It is a good illustration of how measured mixing does
not guarantee well-resolved turbulent flow.
Considering just CNS3D we can see the effect of grid resolution and recon-
struction method on this parameter. The early time numerical diffusion is
largely dependant on the grid size as expected, while the late-time level of
mixing depends on resolution of the small scales. This is most appreciable
when considering the low mach number correction - without which even the
ninth-order scheme struggles to resolve enough turbulence to give what ap-
pears to be the converged level of mixing. The fifth-order MUSCL scheme
requires the finer grid to reach this level, whereas the improved ninth-order
WENO scheme appears to resolve the flow equally well on the coarser grid.
The overall turbulent kinetic energy in the domain is a useful measure of
how much energy is being dissipated. At this grid resolution both the AMR
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Figure 5.18: Development of mixing over time for different codes
code of Bates and CNS3D have converged, whereas TURMOIL overestimates
the value as noted earlier. Previous work on similar problems has shown
that the turbulent kinetic energy in TURMOIL continues to fall as the grid
is refined well beyond the current size. Simulations on a coarser grid with
CNS3D indicate this is a converged solution, as with the mixing.
The final parameter considered here is enstrophy (Fig. 5.21). This quantity
has no converged value, and so is expected to increase as the grid resolution
increases. As in the case of the homogeneous decaying turbulence, high levels
of enstrophy indicate many small energetic vortices, and as such can be used
as a measure of resolution of small scales for a scheme. The figure shows a
signficant difference between the codes, suggesting that the ninth-order WENO
scheme in CNS3D captures far more smaller scales than Bates’ second-order
AMR method, as expected. It is worth noting that the amount of enstrophy
can vary greatly, as evidenced by observations that the second-order AMR
result is comparable with second-order results in CNS3D. Figure 5.22 gives an
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Figure 5.19: Effect of grid resolution and reconstuction method on mixing
indication of how differing grid sizes and reconstruction methods can affect the
amount of enstrophy measured, again illustrating the significance of the low
mach number correction in the code.
5.4 Conclusions
Current ILES codes can simulate more complex multi-mode problems which
compare well when experimental data is available. The results presented sup-
port the thesis, in that highly-accurate reconstruction provides significant and
physical improvement in capturing small scales in turbulent and unstable flows.
There is also an indication supporting the argument for LES as a whole that
resolution of the small scales does not necessarily affect the large-scale struc-
ture and development of the flow.
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Figure 5.20: Development of turbulent kinetic energy over time for different
codes
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Figure 5.22: Effect of grid resolution and reconstuction method on enstrophy
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6
Hypersonic Problems
6.1 Introduction
There has been much work, both experimentally [10, 90, 39] and computation-
ally [36, 28, 21, 57, 91, 32, 63], in the past eight years to identify the factors
affecting the complex flows that surround hypersonic objects. In particular,
it is non-trivial to simulate both the strong shock interactions and boundary
layer separation. This is a comparable problem to that of solving compress-
ible turbulence, although the flow regime is significantly different and other
elements have to be considered. Most notably the time integration needs to
be considered in order to make the problem stable. CNS3D has been applied
to two hypersonic flow configurations and associated test cases are presented
in the first section 6.2. The results from the simulations are then compared
with experimental data in section 6.3.
6.2 Methodology
Several cases have been simulated in the hypersonic regime under assumptions
of steady flow and ideal gas behaviour. Both of these assumptions are currently
open to debate, and there is a growing body of work, including work within
our own group, addressing the extent to which observed results can be better
understood by adopting more realistic models; however, this is beyond the
scope of this thesis. In both cases, the wall temperature is assumed to be
constant.
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6.2.1 Test Case: Double Cone
Figure 6.1: Schematic of double-cone
geometry (dimensions in inches)
The 25◦–55◦ double-cone configura-
tion (Fig. 6.1) was originally run
at the Calspan University Buffalo
Research Center (CUBRC) provid-
ing experimental data for a series of
CFD code validations. The same
configuration has since been tested
in the Arnold Engineering Develop-
ment Center (AEDC) Hypervelocity
Wind Tunnel No.9 [10], and it is these
flow conditions which have been sim-
ulated in the current work. It has
thus far generally been considered ap-
propriate to restrict investigations to
a sufficiently low Reynolds number
such that the effects of unsteadiness
or turbulence are insignificant. Leav-
ing aside the issue of whether that
has been successful, the experimen-
tal runs that have been modelled here
are Run 2983 and Run 2984 as in
the published work. The Mach num-
ber is approximately 12.7 in both
cases; Run 2983 is calculated to be
at Reynolds No. 2.92 × 104, while Run 2984 was at Reynolds No 2.03 × 104
based on the length of the first cone.
The features observed in the double-cone flow are well-documented. It is a
challenging case, with shock-shock and shock-boundary interactions providing
positive feedback via a separation zone. Typically the pressure coefficient
(CP) and heat transfer (Stanton number, St) are measured along the wall.
Plotting either coefficient is sufficient to identify the point of separation, and
the reattachment peak where the transmitted shock impinges on the body.
Figure 6.2 shows the computational domain used for this problem.
6.2.2 Test Case: HB-2
The second geometry considered is the blunted-cone-cylinder-flare designated
as HB-2 (Fig. 6.3). This geometry has been extensively used in aerodynamic
test facilites. While it is not as extreme a case as the double-cone, it does
form a convenient test for validation of CFD methods. There is documented
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Figure 6.2: The computational mesh for the double-cone, showing every 1 in
4 grid lines
data for numerous experimental conditions, at the present time only three of
these have been simulated. Case 1 is at the apparent limit of Reynolds number
dependence, at Mach 5 with a ReD = 2.32×106 [47]. Case 2 is above this limit
at Mach 7.5 with ReD = 0.13×106 [27]. Both these cases are run at zero angle
of attack. Case 3 has the same flow parameters as Case 1 but is inclined at
15◦ to the incoming flow. The resulting pressure distribution is normalised by
the post-shock stagnation pressure and plotted against longitudinal position.
In the inclined case this pressure is reported at three circumferential stations.
The grid for the inclined case is represented in fig. 6.4.
6.2.3 Test Details
In addition to running the test cases over the range of reconstruction methods,
they have also been run on different grid resolutions. Table 6.1 below outlines
the full details of the simulations performed for the double-cone, while Table 6.2
shows the data for the HB-2 cases. The cases have also been run in FLUENT
for comparison, the outcome of which is presented in the results section.
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Figure 6.3: Schematic of HB-2 geometry
Figure 6.4: The computational mesh for the HB-2, showing every 1 in 4 grid
lines
6.3 Results
6.3.1 Double Cone
The flow structure typical of the double-cone geometry can be seen in the
visualisation of pressure contours in Figure 6.5, illustrating the shock structure.
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Table 6.1: A matrix showing the twelve test runs
simulated for the double-cone geometry.
Run 2893 2894
M∞ 12.73 12.62
ReL 2.92× 104 2.03× 104
P∞ (Pa) 8.07 5.04
ρ∞ (kgm
−3) 5.9× 10−4 3.9× 10−4
T∞ (K) 46.1 42.7
Mesh 128x48 256x96 128x48 256x96
Table 6.2: A matrix showing the run conditions simulated for
the HB-2 geometry.
α 0◦ 0◦ 15◦
M∞ 7.5 5.0 5.0
ReD 0.13× 106 2.32× 106 2.32× 106
P∞ (Pa) 210. 3748. 3748.
ρ∞ (kgm
−3) 9.1× 10−2 5.1× 10−3 5.1× 10−3
T∞ (K) 138.9 138.9 138.9
Mesh 128x96 64x48 128x96 64x48 128x96x32
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(b) Mach No. with streamlines
Figure 6.5: Run 2894 with WENO 9th in CNS3D.
The recirculation can also clearly be seen in the streamline visualisation. The
pressure coefficient and Stanton number distributions for the runs with CNS3D
and FLUENT are shown in figs. 6.13, 6.14, 6.15 & 6.16, 6.17, 6.18.
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The first-order results obtained exhibit a remarkable similarity between the two
codes. Increasing the order of accuracy above first-order offers a much greater
improvement than doubling the resolution of the grid, and is undoubtedly
cheaper. With CNS3D this improvement extends above second-order methods.
Figure 6.6 shows the difference between the codes for run 2893 on the fine grid.
It was previously mentioned that this flow could be characterised by the size of
the separation zone and the values at the peak, and on this basis the results are
clearly in favour of higher-order methods (Fig. 6.7). It is worth noting again
at this point that any reconstruction can only be as accurate as the size of the
local continuous stencil, a particular issue on coarser grids, and further work
could be done in identifying whether a fifth or seventh order would be more
appropriate in this case - previously ninth-order was found to be a suitable
compromise between accuracy and computational cost.
Concerning the experimental data, it would appear that in the lower Reynolds
number case grid convergence has been obtained, and a clear discrepancy be-
tween experiment and simulation exists for CNS3D (Fig. 6.8). Preliminary
runs on finer grids have indicated that this is indeed the converged solution to
the problem set in the simulations, although it is worth acknowledging that the
measure of surface quantities, in particular the gradients for Stanton number,
are dependent on the grid in a finite volume solver. It seems evident that one
or more of the assumptions made in modelling this flow are insufficient. The
matter has been addressed in various works in the literature, and it is difficult
to hypothesise as to which assumptions are relevant - be it chemical equilibria
or slip effects, unsteady flow or varying wall temperature and heating effects.
Some of these would prove easier to assess than others, and there is also a
potentially significant related issue of grid design. However, the high-order
methods present a useful basis for further investigation.
6.3.2 HB-2
The results for HB-2 show similar trends to the double cone (Figs. 6.19),
6.20 & 6.21). Case 1 is the more complex of the axi-symmetric problems.
First order of accuracy fails to capture any of the experimentally observed
behaviour around the cylinder-flare transition . At second-order FLUENT
seems not to be capturing any of the main separation, whereas Figures 6.9 &
6.10) clearly show that CNS3D captures the ‘double-step’ profile characteristic
of a separation bubble. The reattachment point is well-matched to experiment,
although the total separation length is somewhat smaller. Results have also
been obtained using higher-order methods. Interestingly, the separation point
moves forward to match experimental data but the reattachment point also
moves. On observation of the development of the ninth-order simulation the
reattachment point appears to oscillate. The average position may well be a
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Figure 6.6: Run 2893 on 128x48 mesh
better fit to experiment and it may be the case that the axial position is not
sufficiently well resolved in the grid at that point. It is possible the discrepancy
is within the scope of experimental uncertainty and other test conditions could
be modelled to investigate further.
Case 2 is comparatively straightforward. Viscous effects are not expected to
be significant, and indeed the first- and second-order simulations all converged
quite quickly. Figure 6.22 shows the normalised results against experimental
data for the first-order simulations. There is little difference between either
code or the experimental data. The slight discrepancies are essentially better
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Figure 6.7: Comparison of separation zone with run 2894 on coarse grid
(128x46) between CNS3D and FLUENT - Axial-velocity plotted with instan-
taneous streamlines
resolved in the higher-order simulations (Figs. 6.23 & 6.24), however, it is
worth noting that FLUENT is less able to handle the coarser mesh at second-
order.
Case 3 is more involved, requiring a three-dimensional solution. Figure 6.11
illustrates some of the flow features found as the object assumes an angle to
the incoming flow. The case has been run in FLUENT at first order, and
the results appear comparable to CNS3D also at first order, however, the
ordering of data has made it impossible as yet to extract the information of
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Figure 6.8: Run 2894 on 128x48 mesh
interest, and all results shown have been calculated with CNS3D. Figure 6.12
shows the pressure distribution against experiment at second-order for the
three monitoring stations around the object. As expected, the attached flow
running underneath the object is reasonably well captured but at the other
points where the flow separates the solution does not resolve the details.
It is possible to integrate these pressure distributions over the body to calcu-
late force and moment coefficients. Experiment has shown that other forces
are negligible so this offers a reasonably reliable way of verifying the results.
Table 6.3 shows the calculated forebody axial force coefficient at zero-lift with
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Figure 6.9: Pressure distribution for HB-2 at Mach 5
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Figure 6.10: Pressure distribution for HB-2 at Mach 5 at cylinder-flare transi-
tion
CNS3D for case 1. The comparison with experimental data is good. Similar
calculations can be done for the 3D problem at inclined angle. It would be
useful to investigate the trend over a range of angles of attack but the results
in Table 6.4 do indicate that the simulation is capable of capturing these im-
portant parameters. The calculation does not include a correction for the base
(which was not simulated) which may account for some of the discrepancy
compared to experiment.
6.3.3 Efficiency and robustness
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Figure 6.12: Pressure distribution for inclined HB-2 (Case 3)
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inclined HB-2 (Case 3)
In order to draw comparisons about
the relative efficiency of the various
numerical methods test runs were
made on a single processor using the
finer HB-2 grid to ascertain the cost
per iteration (Table 6.5). This is an
approximate measure intended only
to show that the run times are of
the same order of magnitude, and
the relative effect of increasing the
order of accuracy. It has been re-
marked that these flows are not nec-
essarily steady, and do not necessar-
ily converge, and this has been borne
out by observation with an essen-
tially steady result emerging rapidly
followed by a long period of slight
and reducing oscillation. In summary
the results show: (i) that CNS3D
is faster than FLUENT per itera-
tion at second-order; (ii)the 9th-order
method requires more CPU per itera-
tion, however, higher-order methods
offer exceedingly good value in terms
of their efficacy on coarse grids, gaining a better level of accuracy for half the
grid size in each direction, something that has been noted by within the group
for a variety of compressible flows. FLUENT is more robust in so much as
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it has algorithms in place to force a stable solution, however the validity of
such an approach is questionable. CNS3D will simply terminate should it be
producing unphysical results, requiring user interaction to correct and advance
the simulation.
6.4 Conclusions
The proposed geometries have been simulated using CNS3D with first-, second-
and ninth-order methods and compared to experimental data and FLUENT
results. CNS3D is both more accurate and faster than FLUENT at second-
order, while it provides significantly more accurate results when used in con-
junction with very high-order methods. This bears out the results seen in the
previous chapters and demonstrates the wider applicability of the high-order
high-resolution methods.
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Table 6.3: Zero-
lift Forebody Axial
Force Coefficient
Grid CA
96x48 0.55
128x96 0.56
Experiment 0.57
Table 6.4: Normal Force Co-
efficient and pitching mo-
ment at 15◦
CN Cm
CNS3D 1.04 -0.83
Experiment 1.3 -0.9
Table 6.5: Computational cost normalised by CNS3D first-order.
Solver Order of reconstruction CPU work units per iteration
CNS3D 1st 1.0
CNS3D 2nd 1.088
FLUENT 2nd 1.109
CNS3D 9th 1.893
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Figure 6.13: Comparison of pressure coefficient and Stanton number for run
2893 for grids 128x48 and 256x96 at first order
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Figure 6.14: Comparison of pressure coefficient and Stanton number for run
2893 for grids 128x48 and 256x96 at second order
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Figure 6.15: Comparison of pressure coefficient and Stanton number for run
2893 for grids 128x48 and 256x96 at ninth order
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Figure 6.16: Comparison of pressure coefficient and Stanton number for run
2894 for grids 128x48 and 256x96 at first order
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Figure 6.17: Comparison of pressure coefficient and Stanton number for run
2894 for grids 128x48 and 256x96 at second order
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Figure 6.18: Comparison of pressure coefficient and Stanton number for run
2894 for grids 128x48 and 256x96 at ninth order
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Figure 6.19: Pressure distribution for HB-2 at Mach 5 at first order for CNS3D
and FLUENT at both grid resolutions.
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Figure 6.20: Pressure distribution for HB-2 at Mach 5 at second order for
CNS3D and FLUENT at both grid resolutions.
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Figure 6.21: Pressure distribution for HB-2 at Mach 5 using WENO ninth-
order in CNS3D.
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Figure 6.22: Pressure distribution for HB-2 at Mach 7.5 at first order for
CNS3D and FLUENT at both grid resolutions.
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Figure 6.23: Pressure distribution for HB-2 at Mach 7.5 at second order for
CNS3D and FLUENT at both grid resolutions.
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Figure 6.24: Pressure distribution for HB-2 at Mach 7.5 using WENO ninth-
order in CNS3D.
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I may not have gone where I
intended to go, but I think I
ended up where I intended to
be.
Douglas Adams
7
Concluding Remarks
The course of this research has been long and varied. The aim was to develop
and apply high-order methods to improve on current standards for accurate
simulation of compressible turbulent flows. While there are many factors to
consider the underlying principle of using higher-order reconstruction is over-
whelmingly supported in the results shown.
The research began with development of a reliable and versatile code with
which to carry out subsequent investigations. To this end the HLLC Riemann
solver was implemented and a number of multi-component models have also
been considered in an ongoing process. The early test cases in chapter 2
provided a basis for assessing various approaches to improving the accuracy
of the code. From this the WENO schemes were taken forward and tested on
more complex problems to simultaneously expand the range of problems for
which they have been shown to be valid and gain physical insight from the
greater accuracy thus provided. On the first count the high-order methods
have been shown to be applicable to both complex turbulent mixing and high-
speed shock-dominated flows with consistently good resolution of flow features
at relatively low costs.
The improved resolution offered by the higher-order methods illustrated funda-
mental difficulties with the simulation of the single-mode Richtmyer-Meshkov
instability (Ch. 3). They also allowed the simulations to run to very late
times by capturing the secondary instabilities facilitating comparison with ex-
periments and growth models. Chapters 4 and 5 utilised the excellent preser-
vation of small-scales in the higher-order methods to more rapidly achieve
grid convergence in problems of turbulent mixing. The results also compared
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favourably to those provided by external codes, extending the validation of
these methods. Finally the methods were applied to a wholly new area with
the investigations of the hypersonic problems (Ch. 6). The same properties
seen in the previous test cases were found to exist with higher-order methods
giving physical results without the need for prohibitively large numbers of grid
points.
Specifically it has been demonstrated that:
• the HLLC Riemann solver is an accurate and robust basis for developing
methods to solve complex compressible turbulent problems all the way
into the hypersonic regime
• high-order WENO methods achieve greater resolution of small scales
and rapidly varying flows than early MUSCL methods without being
undermined by stability issues around discontinuities;
• on a basic cost-analysis improving the reconstruction method is notably
better value than increasing the number of grid points;
• the various improvements to the WENO weightings proposed in litera-
ture do indeed carry through to our results;
• treatment to correct the low-mach dependency of the solution method
can offer significant improvement in the resolution of certain flows;
• the single-mode Richtmyer-Meshkov Instability is a difficult problem to
initialise accurately, however there is strong correlation with experiment
on the large-scale features and growth rates to late time
• the growth of the single-mode RMI can be considered to be driven by
the vortex pair, and development of the vortex model may offer good
agreement to very late time with simulations
• the results repeatedly show evidence of true turbulent properties in ac-
cordance with theory
• more complex multiple mode instabilities can be well resolved and com-
pare well to the experimental data available
• the high-order methods continue to offer improved accuracy on coarser
grids in challenging hypersonic geometries.
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7.1 Future Work
The research naturally leads in two directions from this point. The first of
these is further development of the code. Although the methods tested have
been found to be highly effective there are other areas alluded to in chapter 2
which need to be addressed to improve the flexibility and robustness of the code
for new problems. Specifically, work can be done on the time integration, not
only for solving steady-state problems but also making use of the higher-order
methods as suggested in the ADER scheme. The multi-component model still
leaves room for improvement; along with extension to multi-phase problems
and other systems of equations there is much to be done integrating the high-
order methods into simulations for an ever greater range of problems. There
is also the high-order methods themselves to be considered. Already improve-
ments have been found in calculating the weights in WENO schemes, and for
certain cases more advanced schemes altogether are being applied. Having
ascertained the value of high-order accuracy reconstruction, there need be no
limit on how that is extended.
The alternative direction is using the high-order methods to conduct more in-
depth analysis of the physics of the problems presented here or others. The
single-mode Richtmyer-Meshkov instability is an apparently simple problem
which could be better understood by extending the simulations begun here, in
particular in terms of modelling the growth rate and late-time behaviour. The
next step beyond this is to simulate the equivalent three-dimensional problem.
The results of which could prove very useful in extending the understanding of
the multi-mode RMI problem. Work can also be done looking at the mixing
parameters in the turbulent regions generated by these shock-induced insta-
bilities. In particular, work continues on the effect of different large-scale per-
turbations to the resulting flow. There is already progress being made in other
areas on the simulation of the hypersonic problems however it is symbolic of
different and perhaps unexpected areas of fluid dynamics where the high-order
methods could be used to gain an extra level of accuracy in a cost-effective
manner.
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